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Maine Legislation Could Help
UNEFund
Dental School

Summer
Courses Offeredat UNE
BY ALYSSA FASTNACHT
Nor'easter Staff

BY MICHAEL CAMPINELL
Nor'easter Staff
Very recently, the Maine
House and Sen ate passed HP1286
and LD1798 "An Act To A uthorize a General Fund Bond Issue
To Create Access to D ental Care
throughout the State." It was also
signed by Governor Baldacci and
will be presented to the public for
a vote in November of 2010.
The overall goal of the bill is
promote dental health in the state
of Maine. This will be done in a
number of ways, but particularly
pertinent to UNE, by providing "funds to be awarded on a
competitive basis, $5,000,000 to
be used for a community-based
teaching clinic affiliated with or
operated by a college of dental
medicine," according to the bill.
President Ripich believes
that the dental school would be a
great asset for UNE and would be
very beneficial for the state. She
said, "UNE can be the primary
provider of the health care workforce for northern New England."
Adding to UNE's health oriented
curriculum would be a very positive step for the institution.
According to Kneka Smith,
the UNE Associate Dean for
Planning, UNE helped to explain
to legislators the importance of
higher quality dental care in
Please see DENTAL, page 2
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UNE seniors gather in Alfond to attend a financial aid exit interview session before graduation.

Class of2010 Prepares for Life After UNE
BY MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff
With only a few weeks left
before the end of the semester, the
class of 2010 is preparing to enter
the real world.
As the March 22nd graduation date draws nearer, the reality of leaving UNE behind has
begun to settle in for many UNE
seniors. A strong 48% of 100 seniors surveyed said they feel optimistic about their future prospects. However, a looming 44% of
those surveyed said they felt worried or terrified about the future.
Post graduation life can be a
daunting reality for any graduat-

ing student. Students are faced
with questions like, "do I go
to graduate school? If so, right
away?", "How do I find a job?",
and "I have to pay back how much
money?"
However, according to Career Services' Recruiting Specialist, Jeff Nevers, UNE students
tend to fare pretty well in the real
world.
"Our students have a higher
rate of employment after graduation than the national average.
Last year, employment within
six months was as high as 88%,"
Nevers said.
Nevers also reassures students by reminding them that the

recession that has been plaguing
the country is predominantly a
"blue collar recession." The 10%
unemployment rate does not necessarily reflect college graduates
without employment.
Of the 100 students surveyed, only 12% claimed to have
no plans for life after UNE. Of
those with plans, the majority said
they would be attending graduate
school of some capacity come the
Fall of 2010.
Where students are going
varies widely. Some responded to
the survey saying that they will be
attending graduate school right
here at UNE while others
Please see SENIORS, page 4

As yet another school year
comes to a close most students
are packing their bags to head
home, wherever that may be.
However, many are overlooking the opportunities that remain here at the university.
With thoughts of warm
weather and sandy beaches,
a number of students are still
finding time to fit in an extra
class or two while enjoying the
summer. Whether it is to get
ahead in your program, finish a
minor or second major, or just
to take a class you always wanted to, there are many benefits
to taking a summer course.
Almost all of the departmen ts at UNE will be offering courses this summer such
as: Art, Biology, Business,
Chemistry, Citizenship, Communication, Education, English, Environmental Studies,
French, Geographic Information Systems, History, Marine
Sciences, Mathematics, Music,
Philosophy, Physics, Political
Science, Psychology, Sociology,
and ?port Management. And
this year the university is offering a few new classes drawing in even more students such
as History/American Popular
Music, Good and Evil, Right
and Wrong, and Health
Please see SUMMER, page 2

UNE Class Participates in
Model United Nations
BY MICHAEL CAMPINELL

that we partnered with Bowling
Green State University in Ohio
to form a joint delegation." By
combining with eleven students
from BGSU, UNE was able to
represent France, a country with a
position on a variety of UN committees. By having a larger group
of students, UNE and BGSU
were able to represent a larger
country at the conference.
The goal of the program is
to allow students to see how the
United Nations functions and
also to gain valuable skills that
can be brought back to UNE and
brought to professions in the future.
Please see UN, page 3

Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England was represented by a group
of ele~en students at the National
Model United Nations Conference in New York City from
Sunday March 28 to Friday April
2, 2010. The group traveled with
professor of political science,Julie
Mueller.
This is the second time that
UNE has been represented at the
NMUN conference. A group of
students also traveled to the conference in 2008.
According to Mueller, "the
main difference with this trip is
NEWS:
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AUNE Political Science class traveled to NY to take part in the Model United Nations.
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Maine.
She adds, "Maine dentists are
on average older than dentists in
any other state. Although there
are fine dental schools across
the country, not one of them
has a specific mission to address
Maine's access to dental care crisis by recruiting local students to
become the dentists to replace
those slated to retire in the coming years."
UNE has completed a two
year feasibility study and has
found that UNE is in a good position to start"a dental school. Additionally, the Board of Trustees
approved the plan in November
of 2008 and has entered a fundraising and development period.
The funding from the state would
be critical for UNE to begin a
College of Dental Medicine on
the Portland Campus. Smith said

SUMMER
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Communication taught by Rob
Duquette, David Smith and
Bistra Nikiforova respectively.
Professor Rob Duquette
will be teaching a course called
History/American
Popular
Music. It is a survey of American Popular music in which
students will explore artists
and genres of their choice. He
says, "I want my students to
leave my class with all kinds
of new musical avenues to explore. I want to expose them
to music they may not be familiar with and I want them to
understand what is behind the
music they know and love . The
roots of rock music run far and
wide!"
Professor David Smith is
offering two new classes, Good
and Evil, Right and Wrong,
which is an ethics course and
Philosophy of Mind, which
will be centered on philosophical theories of mental
processes and states. Everybody has his or her own idea
about what is right and wrong,
however, many don't really
think about the reasons for his
or her beliefs. Good and Evil,
Right and Wrong is a course
to ask ourselves those questions. "Philosophers have been
thinking about these issues for
over two thousand years, and
in this course we will be looking at their views. We will be
examining what's called "metaethics" (the analysis of ethical concepts), "normative ethics" (theories of how we ought
to live), and "applied ethics"
(s pecific ethical issues, such
as w a r, raci sm a nd abortio n ),"
sta tes P rofessor Smith. "In m y
experie nce, s tude nts get a lo t
out of this course."
His Philosophy of Mind
course will be spending a lo t of
time on what's called the min d body problem--the ques tio n
of the precise relationship between mind and body. Of this
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the university would "provide
60,000 new patient care visits by
dental students - 12,000 in the
Portland teaching clinic and the
remaining 48,000 appointments
across the region."
Currently, UNE is likely
the only school in Maine that
would apply for this funding. If
UNE were to receive the money,
it would have to match the state
funding on a one to one basis.
In addition to providing
funding to a college for a dental
school, the bill will also promote
community dental care and the
establishment of an Oral Health
Advisory Committee.
Several students all agreed
that the creation of a DMD program would be very beneficial to
them as students as they could
continue their work at UNE and
would also be able to become doctors of dental medicine.

course, Professor Smith says, "I
fi n d t hat stu dents become engaged with t h is course because
it raises and examines fundamental questions about the
sort of beings that they are."
All of the summer courses
offered at UNE are open to
both UNE and non-UNE students. Audrey Gup-Mathews
explained that "while nonmatriculated students (from
outside UNE) must pay $280/
credit to audit (take the course
on a non-credit basis) a course
during the summer, UNE students can audit any undergraduate course for just $280
for the whole course in the
summer. So, if a student is here
taking a Chemistry course, for
example, and wants to take a
Painting course just· for fun
(no credit), she/ he can sign
up for the Painting course and
just pay $280 (plus the materials fee), or a Political Science
course for $280 flat . Pretty
good deal for our undergrads. "
The university also offers
an Early College Program and
the Coastal Marine Ecology
Program for high school students to earn college credit.
Students can focus on one of
the following subjects that
interest them: applied math,
history, neuroscience, writing
or coastal marine ecology. It
is a two-week long program
which includes field study, lab
research, and extracurricular
activities. Students can either
live in the residence halls or
commute.
For
more
information
about the Summer Courses
at UNE o r UNE hig h school
p rogram s, call (20 7 ) 602 - 2050
or g o to www .une. edu/oce.

University of New England Undergraduate Award Ceremony
BY ANGELJARMUSZ
Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England celebrated academic excellence and leadership at the annual
Undergraduate Awards Ceremony on April 20th. Administrators, faculty, staff, students, and
families gathered in the upper
dining room of Decary Hall to
honor those who have greatly
contributed to UNE's undergraduate community.
Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students,
Cynthia Smith. Forrest, Ed.D.,
opened the ceremony with the
welcoming remarks. Attention
then turned to a live video greeting from President Danielle Ripich, P h .D., wh o is currently
representing UNE in Morocco.
A long list of remarkable achievements by both students and staff
followed.
The Kenneally Cup was one
of the most anticipated awards
and was presented to Susan J.
Hillman, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Department of Education. This award was named in
honor of Dr. Raymond Kenneally,
who held an illustrious 26 year
career at UNE . The Kenneally
Cup is given to a faculty or staff

member who has provided distinguished academic service to
undergraduate students.
Another award given to a
noteworthy faculty member was
The Debra Summers Memorial
Award for Teaching Excellence.
Out of a list of 33 extraordinary
nominees, Shireen Rahman was
selected for her enthusiasm and
commitment to her students' success.
Marissa Simoes, a senior
political science major, was presented with the Community
Service Award for her charitable
works and dedication to engagements both on and off campus.
Senior Elizabeth DeGrandpre
was awarded the Student Leader
Award in recognition of her incredible involvement on campus
and the exemplary leadership she
displays within all of her activities.
The Scholar Athletes for the
2009-2010 season were Ryan
Tarr and Anne Cowles. 1hese
selections were based off of nominations of deserving seniors by
the UNE coaching staff. Consideration was given to academic
record, athletic achievements,
evidence of sportsmanship, and
any leadership positions or community service involvement.

In addition to each department recogmzm g outstanding
students, there were awards for
Sophomore and Junior Academic
Excellence. These students not
only stood out in their department, but in their entire class.
There were three nominees for
the Sophomore Award for A cademic Exce:.Ience and seven nominees for the Junior Award. Gale
Loescher and Alexandra Panaitiu
won the award for their respective
year.
Dr. Ali Ahmida presented
Dora Clements with The Jacques
Downs Award . This award is
to honor a senior student who
demonstrates astonishing commitment to their scholarship and
has experienced great success
throughout their undergraduate
studies.
The number of students and
faculty members recog:iized at
the Undergraduate Awards Ceremony was incredible and proves
that UNE is a fine academic institution composed of bright students and staff. The ce:emony
was also well attended by family
members and other supporters
further proving that the UNE
community is an extremely proud
one with a great right to be.

ULead Award Ceremony
BY ALEX RUBIN
Nor'easter Staff
The ULead Leadership Awards
Ceremony took place on Saturday April
17th, at 7:00 p.m. in the Campus Center multipurpose rooms.1his ceremony
was held to recognize all the leaders on
campus, as well as give awards to the
leaders who have been extraordinarily
successful in their roles.
The evening began with a live
video chat with the University's President, Danielle Ripich, who is currently
in Morocco looking for new opportunities for the University. She addressed
the students and gave her commencements for how well they had done this
year, as well as what she was looking
forward to in the future.
Following the message from the
President, the audience saw a slide show
pertaining to leadership, particularly
all the different leaders on Campus. It
began with showing earlier pictures of
people such as Maura O'Connor of the
Learning Assistance Center and Mark
Nahorney, the Director of the Campus
Center and displayed what roles they
had on campus as students, as well as
their roles now. It went on to present
the leaders we have now on campus
such as Orientation Advisors, Athletes,
Peer Tutors, USG, and many others
around campus.
Afterwards, individual leaders, or
groups of leaders, were asked to stand
and be recognized for the organization
they represented on campus. Cynthia
Forrest, Vice President of Student Af-

fairs, also addressed the student leaders
and explained how they were not only
part of the future of the University of
New England, but of the world.
Melissa (Missy) Stults was the
keynote speaker of the night. She was a
former student of UNE, class of 2004,
and played a major role as a student
leader, as well as an all around representative of the UNE community. Melissa
was a basketball player, an Orientation
Leader, a prestigious student, named
Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior of
the year, was and still is Secretary of
her class, and had a number of other
responsibilities and involvements here
at UNE. She currently works at an environmental consulting firm in Boston,
Massachusetts and also works with the
City ofBiddeford.
Melissa explained to the students
however, that it's not necessarily all that
you do with your time here and UNE,
but the memories you make and the
mark you leave behind that is important. There were four main points that
she made clear would be important
when you leave college and start your
own life. The fist was that family matters. Family is there for you now matter
what, they will be there to pick up the
pieces and help you get back on your
feet. The second point was to remember your friends, and try to stay in touch
with them. Your friends are there to
have fun with you, to make the memories and celebrate the good times.
What you do in life was the third
subject Melissa talked about. She said
"You spend your whole life with one

person- yourself" So, what you do in
life needs to make you happy, and more
importantly you should do something
that matters. You only have one life
to live, so why not do something big.
Melissa also said to put things into perspective, or "don't sweat the small stuff,"
in other words. Whatever it is you do
in life, you will most likely learn how
to do it while you're doing it. School is
important, but not as important as the
friends, connections, and memories
you will make. She closed with this Dr.
Seuss quote, "Don't cry because it's over,
smile because it happened."
Last but not least, the awards
were given out. Awards in nearly every
area of the University were awarded,
whether it be clubs, academics, Student
Government, or Athletics. There was a
leader recognized everywhere. Some of
the major awards included the Leader
in Athletics, which was awarded to
Ryan Tarr. Also, the organization of the
year was awarded to Rotaract, a club
who has made a huge come back on
campus. The second annual Excellence
in Academic Advising Award was also
awarded to H eath Pierce in the College
of H ealth Professions, and D an Rothermel in the College of Arts and sciences.
1his award in particular is a tremendous honor because the nominations
are made by students who believe that
these professors are exceptional in their
teaching, as well as overall advising of
their students.
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Changes in the Campus Center and The
Director of Campus Life Position
BY BRANDON HOTHAM
Nor'easter Staff
As many students are well
aware, with the changing of the
beginning of this semester came
a change in the staffing of the
Campus Center; the loss of Larissa Bonnet. She is missed by
many students, and is still spoken
of frequently by many students
and staff members.
However, with Bonnet out
the door and onto new adventures in her life, came a problem: The Campus Center. Who
would be looking over Bonnet's
responsibilities? How would the
current staff be able to cover and
complete all of the various things
Bonnet did in her every day job?
What would this mean as far as
changes for our institution?
When Bonnet left, she left
her position as the Associate
Director of the Campus Center,
Campus Programs, and Off Campus Student Services. She was an
integral part of how the Campus
Center and many other programs
and events were run. Luckily, her
everyday tasks and responsibilities
were well known by her coworkers, specifically Tim St.John, Assistant Director of Student Engagement, and Mark Nahorney,
Assistant Dean for Community
Life.
According to Nahorney, his
position has really changed. He
was recently promoted to Assistant Dean for Community Life;
removing his old title of Director
of the Campus Center and Orientation (his title also contained
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many other various student involvement initiatives, much like
Bonnet's).
Nahorney stated that with
the loss of Bonnet, the Campus
Center went from having three
professional staff members, to
merely two. However, he said that
from the beginning, this was never looked at negatively. As always
in the Student Involvement Office, this was a chance for learning
and for growth. Nahorney and St.
John took over many ofBonnets's
previously stated responsibilities.
St. John has been working with APB as a co-advisor,
while also receiving assistance
from Melissa Grove, Admissions
Counselor, and Alisha Tonks,
Campus Programs Intern. Nahomey has been assisting in a lot
of the logistical event planning
that Bonnet use to oversee, along
with assistance from the Campus
Center Student Building Managers.
Nahorney noted that without students, the Campus Center
simply wouldn't run the way that
it does.
"We run the Campus Center
with students. We positively spin
it and make it an incredible learning experience for our students."
He said that as administrators, the University looks for opportunities for student growth,
this gives us an advantage as a
small school. He commended the
students who have stepped up to
help make the transitions in the
Campus Center smooth.
"Consistently our students
rise to a high level. This is by far

the best student body that I have
ever worked with."
Nahorney continued to mention some of the students who
have really helped out: from interns, to building managers, to
student involvement workers, to
work study students in the Campus Center. Some names that were
mentioned were: Alisha Tonks,
Sky Williams, Kaitlyn Dyleski,
Elizabeth DeGrandpre, Ashley
Walley, and Briana Chu.
Even though the student
workers are commendable, the
professional staff and N ahorney
knew that a new position would
need to be created to help take
over some of the responsibilities that use to be Bonnet's. Thus
came the new position that the
University is now hiring for: The
Director of Campus Life. The
Director of Campus Life will be
responsible for overseeing the
Campus Center, Advising APB,
Chairing the Community Life
Team, Assisting in the representation of USG, Directing Off
Campus Student Services, Chairing the ULead Program, and will
have some logistical involvement
with Orientation.
Nahorney says that the search
for this position has been up and
running and active throughout
the semester. It has been a nationwide search that has brought
in more than 80 applicants.
Nahorney stated that three
candidates for the position will be
visiting campus in the first week
ofMay.

UN
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"They must work very independently and meet strict deadlines, they learn negotiating skills, they learn to interact with
a wide variety of people," said Mueller.
Additionally, students had to learn
how to work with the students in Ohio
through email, phone and other forms of
communication. This long distance work
was a challenge, but an important skill to
practice for today's world.
Other students also report that the
trip was a great experience and believe
that it is a valuable experience for UNE
students to participate in.
Students do not have to be political science students, but Mueller recommends taking some previous political
science classes such as Introduction to
International Relations or Introduction

3

to Comparative politics. These two classes
are very helpful for students who hope to
participate in the program.
Mueller also stresses that it is important for students •0 sign up early since
there are a limited number of spaces available in the class. This has led to a competitive application process that students
should take very seriously.
The students "did a great job in their
committees representing the interests of
France, and they were excellent ambassadors for UNE," says Mueller. Overall,
she was very happy with the work that
students did for the conference. She acknowledged that some were nervous before the trip, but everyone did a great job.
Mueller hopes that UNE will have a
class attend the conference once every two

years.
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NOR'EASTER NEWS
IS NOW ONLINE!
It's taken a long time but we are proud to announce
that Nor'easter News is now available online!
You can catch up on all the latest articles, pictures, and videos; post your comments; browse
the newspaper's archives; and suggest your own
news stories or events.

Check us out now at

noreasternews.cotn

UNE Hosts Leading Political Scientist on Modern Africa
BY MICHAEL CAMPINELL

and the UNE Muslim Student
Association. Ali went on to say
that getting Mazrui to visit UNE
On Thursday, April 8, UNE was both easy and hard; easy to
hosted philosopher and politi- ask him, but hard to fund.
cal scientist Dr. Ali Mazrui, of
Mazrui's lecture was about
SUNY Binghamton. The title of trends surrounding race and culhis lecture was "Is This the Dawn ture in today's society. He asked
of a Post Racial Age?: From the question "Is our society movOthello to Obama.'' By using ing into a post racial age?" He
Shakespeare's Othello and The defined a post racial age as one
Merchant of Venice, Mazrui pro- where race is no longer a considposed the idea that we are mov- eration at all. Mazrui argued that
ing into a time where race is not a this typically follows a post racism
demographic criterion, but people age, where race is still considered,
are actually holding cultural prej- but not a source of prejudice.
udices rather than racial ones.
Mazrui used Shakespeare's
Mazrui was introduced by Ali Othello and The Merchant of
Ahmida, the head ct t!,e polmcal VPnice to hel~ dt>scribe the tra'1science department. Of Mazrui, sition that is possibly taking place
Ahmida said that he is a world in our society today. He argues
known political theorist and one that during Shakespe:ue's time,
of the best known African studies people used religion rather than
scholars. He added that Mazrui is race as a source of prejudice. He
one of the top 100 public intel- uses Othello to exemplify a perlectuals in the world.
son of color who is considered
Mazrui's lecture was spon- a hero and someone that many
sored by People of Politics, The people looked up to.
Office of Multicultural Affairs,
Furthermore, he then used
the political science department, The Merchant of Venice to exthe office of Academic Affairs, emplify the use of religion as a
Nor'easter Staff
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Renowned scholar, Ali Mazrui, delivers a lecture in the St. Francis Room .

source of bigotry. Mazrui uses the
character of Shiloh, a Jew who is
presented as literally blood thirsty.
He argues that Othello's crime
of murdering his wife was considered less serious than Shiloh's
demand for "a pound of flesh" as
payment.
"In this second decade of the

21st century, it is not the color
line, but the culture line, that is
creating a sense of injustice across
different areas of values," said
Mazrui.
He uses this idea to argue the
bigotry that people hold against
Middle Eastern and African cultures. We are moving away from

racial biases towards cultural and
religious biases.
Mazrui says that this is important in the Obama administration because people did not
hold the color of his skin against
him, but were very nervous that
he could be a Muslim. It was not
his race, but the possibility of his
religion that led people's biases
against Obama.
Dr. Mazrui is the Albert
Schweitzer Professor in the Humanities and director of the Institute of Global Cultural Studies
at Binghamton University, State
University of New York. Dr. Ma zrui has also served as president of
the Afrkan Studies Association
(USA) and as vice president of
the International Political Science Association and has lectured
on five continents. Mazrui has
also served as special advisor to
the World Bank and also on the
Board of the American Muslim
Council, Washington, D.C.
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Biddeford Police Blotter
-Janitor found a knife in one
of the boy's bathrooms in
Biddeford Middle School.
-Caller reporting that he had
just rear ended a vehicle.
-Caller reporting that her
roommate is refusing to let
her in and she needs to get
ready for work. Her roommate's boyfriend is also there
harassing the caller.
-Caller reports that his 12
year old daughter did not get
off the late bus so he went to
the school and she was not
there.

-Caller reports that his girlfriend just left the apartment
making statements that she
was going to drive off a cliffto
kill herself.
-Caller advising sh e just
came home and the com-

SENIORS
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are traveling to London, England or Africa for schooling.
However, 39% of the students
with a plan said they were going onto solid employment
prospects. One student has a
position as a police officer in
Kennebunkport listed, along
with the status of full time
father. Other careers included
teaching, consulting and joining Americorp.
For those without solid
career plans, Nevers says he
and Judy Bellante in the Career Services Center can help.
Surveys show that students
who receive career counseling
in some capacity through college are far more likely to land
a job out of college.
According to Nevers, it's
all about "figuring out how

The UPS Store
4 Scammon Street, Suite 19
Saco, ME 04072

for details go to

mon hallway is filled with the
smelll of marijuana. Unsure if
anyoae is still in the common
hallway upstairs. States they
hav e come home to someone
sleeping in the common hallw ay b efore and w ould like t o
make sure there isn't someone
still up there.
- Requesting a unit to check
on a male subject walking in
the middle of Rt. 111 with a
plastic bag. Concerned for
his safety. Subject was noted
to be walking towards exit 32.
-Caller reporting that her
15-year-old son is assaulting
her and is out of control.

is a 3 year old child outside playing with no parent
around, caller also reporting
that there is a child around
the age of 1 w alking dow n the
r o ad by himself.
-Caller advising that her
daughter's boyfriend may be
in trouble. The boyfriend, is
in a heated argument with
another male at this location.
-Caller reporting that they
had met with a subject who
advised the business has received multiple calls from an
unknown male demanding
money in exchange for him to
stop calling.

-Caller states that her son is
out of control, she states he
is trashing the residence. She
further states that he is trying
to leave the residen ce.

-Complainant advising that
he just witnessed a group of
what appeared to be juveniles
carrying an open container
of liquor.Juveniles were then
n oted to get into a white

- Caller reportin g that there

SUV.

t o appro ach the job search. It
is a st rategic, ever-changing
approac h that really needs
some guidance. You need to
learn h ow to market yourself
to employers, and even graduate schoo ls, and it's difficult to
learn that by yourself."
W h ile there is still time
in the school year to see the
career counselors, Nevers recommends using the Career
Services Center. From May
1 7th until the 19th, they will
be hosting an event called
"Career Services Celebrates
Seniors." These days will be
used to provide seniors with
informa t ion on how Nevers
and Bellante can help seniors
venturing off into the working
world . More than 50% of the
senior class of 2009 used the
Career Services Center.
Nevers concluded by re-

minding students that their
services do not end when they
walk out of UNE's doors. He
stresses how important it is to
maintain a relationship with
the center post-graduation
because that is when you will
need the most direction.
While life may seem scary
or exciting, ' bleak or promising, UNE students have been
given four years of prepera tion for the real world. Students that participated in the
aforementioned survey overwhelmingly agreed that UNE
has helped prepare them adequately for what is to come.
Only next year's numbers
will show, but the Class of
2010 shows the promise that
has become expected of UNE
graduates.
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- Caller reporting that her car
was egged.
-Caller advises that her son's
ex-girlfriend just came t o the
h ouse and attacked her son.
She was then out front yelling and screaming. C~er
believes that she is under the
influence. ·
-Caller advising a group of
approximately 8 subjects in
the street yelling up at his
apartment trying to entice
his girlfriend in coming out.
-Caller reporting that her
husband was in the woods
with their children and he fell
out of a tree. He did not faint
and feels like vomiting. She
believes that he broke his leg.

- Caller reporting a large
amount of junk in th e area
of B erry· Park and the caller
states juveniles are draggin_g
junk through the area.- - -Caller reporting that juveniles in the neighborhood are
harassing her ever since she
told them to stay out of her
yard. They left a dead fish on
her door step today and cinder blocks the other day.
-Caller advising that his
daughter is threatening to
harm herself, caller is unknown by what that means.
-Caller reports his 17 year old
daughter is out of control,
yelling and threatening bodily harm to family and threatening to run away.

-Caller reporting that someone struck the ATM with a
vehicle.

Online Degrees at UNE
BY HUGO MARGOC
Nor'easter Staff
The Education Department
at the University of New England
started a complete online Masters
Program in the fall of 2007, and it
has been mighty successful up to
this point.
As long as one is a working teacher with a valid Bachelors
Degree, one can apply for a variety of online education programs
at UNE. One option is tc obtain
a 30 credit Master of Science in
Education Degree with as many as
four different concentrations: Curriculum and instruction Strategies,
Educational Leadership, Inclusion
Education(Special Education) and
Literacy K-12. These programs take
about 18 months to complete if one
does not take any time off and, according to Lucille Smith from the
Education Department, the Degree
requires roughly 10 hours a week of
work which seems to be doable for
someone with a fulltime occupation.
If one already has a Master of
Science in Education and is looking for further education, UNE
also offers a 15 Credit Post-Master
Certification in the four concentrations listed above. In case someone
is looking to become a principle or
a superintendent at a school, the
University of New England also
offers the so called CAGS. The
Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study in Advanced Educational
Leadership is a 30 Credit postmaster's program and can enhance
once educational administrative
credential or simply strengthen
one's leadership abilities.
UNE's online degree program
has been highly successful. Current.
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ly there are roughly 800 students
enrolled. The student body is made
up of teachers from predominately
New England; however, there are
students from as far as California,
Canada, and even Mexico on their
way to obtain an UNE online degree. A; far as the Cost goes UNE
is highly competitive with roughly
1500 Dollars per class depending
on the season and the program one
is enrolled in.
Overall, this seems to be a
great way to receive a higher degree
if one has to balance a job, family,
household, and tries to get a higher
degree at the same time. One might
not get the true college experience,
and some experts argue that learning online is by far not as efficient as
a class room setting but if one does
not have a choice- it definitely is a
great way to do it! The scary part is
that this might be the start of the
end of the classic college era.
Soon enough, schools may offer entire undergraduate degrees
online through video stream, and
online chats. To many people this
online option will appear to be a lot
more cost friendly and the online
degree will gain on popularity. Is the
level of education going to suffer? Is
the lack of the so called "college experience" going to alter our culture?
How will Colleges and Universities
cope with the loss in revenue? Will
one be able to obtain an online high
school degree? All these questions
appear to be pretty scary. We have
to ask ourselves whether we want
all this to happen, and if not where
is the line? However, until the time
comes, an online graduate degree in
Education at UNE sure is a great
thing for many people all around
the world.
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Teacher Spotlight: Professor Richard LaRue
BY BRIAN MULDOON
Nor'easter Staff
Dr. Richard LaRue is truly
a unique professor here at the
University of New England.
No, he does not have such
a rare background story; he
got his Bachelors degree in
Teaching Physical Education
and Health and Coaching
from the University of Northern Iowa and continued his
graduate studies at Springfield
College where he earned his
Master's degree in Movement
Sciences and his Doctoral degree in Physical Education.
He served for five years as a
YMCA Professional Director
and has coached over 20 years
of swimming. But what sets
Dr. LaRue, better known as
Dr. Rick, far away from the
rest of the pack is his incomparable passion and unsurpassed ded icat ion t o each and
every one of h is stude nts.
Dr. Rick h as b een a j ackof-all- t rad es w h e n it comes to
w h ich classes h e t each es. C urre ntly h e teach es seve n Sport
Managem ent cou rses and h as
b een t h e professor for seven
others d uring h is time h ere, all
while coordinatin g the Sport
Management I nternsh ip pro-

gram, being a member and
leader in several professional
including the National Association of Scholars and the
Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and
Dance.
Dr. Rick came to UNE in
the fall of 1998 after spending
several years at Colby-Sawyer College, and holds a high
sense of pride when it comes
to each of his students.
"The biggest change since
I arrived at UNE has been
the growth in the number of
undergraduate and graduate students," says Dr. Rick.
"I believe that the University
continues to positively grow
its reputation within the State
of Maine and New England.
I entered the field of teaching with the hope of making a
difference in the lives of each
student. My goal now is to
facilitate preparing our future
p rofessionals in sport; so they
can make a difference in the
lives of each of t h eir program
par ticipan ts."
D r. Rick's classes are not
like your typical lecture, eit her.
He stresses that students think
for themselves 0ften leaving i t
to them to lead a lectu re or
work in small groups to gen-

PERRI F1NE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Dr. Richard LaRue, professor of Sport Management.

erate class discussion. Additionally, he emph asizes to all
h is students ab out having a
strong h o ld on your independent ethics .
"What I wan t stu dents
to get out of my classes is the
willingness to think out loud,
to go forward and make im-

portant decisions for the right
reasons. Also, to make mistakes and learn from them, to
value oth ers and never underestimate the possibilities, and
to always give generously of
yourself."
However, Dr. Rick's efforts
stretch long beyond the class-

room. He is the faculty advisor to the Class of 2010 and
spends an immense amount of
time being an advisor for his
students.
"As an advisor, Dr. Rick
will go through leaps and
bounds to make sure you get
all of your classes and the help
you need," says senior Casey
Moulton.
"He will always
make time for you whether it
is staying late or coming in
early whether you need help
getting into a class or if you
just want to talk." ,
Dr. Rick is a man that has
so many valuable experiences
that is eager to share with all
his students. He is the type of
professor that should set the
bar for other faculty members
when it comes to making time
. for students and reaching for
higher goals within their respective departments. It is a
common cliche that is said often, that you should love what
you do for a living. Dr. Rick
meets that saying to a T - he is
always excited for each one of
his lectures, and it is amazing
what a little enthusiasm can
do for students.

UNE's Pre-healthAdvisor:Tracey Madigan Before I Go I Should Say
BY EMELINE EMERY

Most students find her useful
to help create a strong application, explore a specific proThe University of New fession or talk about requireEngland has a resource for ments of graduate school.
pre-health majors that many
Madigan stated that the
students are not aware of: most common thing that stuTracey Madigan. Madigan, dents want to know is if they
among several other tasks, is a are on the right track. She can
pre-health professions advisor help them determine what an
for the students who seek her admissions office of a certain
help.
graduate program wants to
Originally from Con- see on an application. It is also
necticut, Madigan earned her important for students to debachelor degree in sociology cide if this is the right career
from Ithaca College in New choice for them. Madigan ofYork. She then moved on to ten encourages her advisees to
get her masters from North- do an "informational interern Arizona University, only view" with someone in their
90 miles from the Grand future career path so that
Canyon! From there, Madi- they can make an informed
gan worked in public health decision about their major
with AIDS/HIV counseling knowing exactly the types of
and testing, as well as aca- opportunities that major has
demic advising, until she was to offer. The more often a stuhired at UNE in the fall of dent meets with her, the bet2008.
ter she can assist them.
Her position here inAlong with her job of becludes a number of different ing a pre-health advisor, Mathings, including counseling digan is also first-year advisor
for students in the pre-health for Biology and Marine Scifields such as pre-med, physi- ence students and the chair of
cian assistant, dentistry, public PHPAC. She would be a very
health, etc. She is there w as- useful resource for students
sist students in exploring the fulfilling the PHPAC process,
medical field at many differ- because she knows exactly
ent stages of their education. what the committee looks for.
Nor'easter Staff

For those of you who don't
already know, PHPAC stands
for Pre-Health Professions
Advisory Committee, and it
is a group of advisor's and faculty that will write a committee letter-of-recommendation
for graduate schools. Many
medical schools require such
a letter because it offers a less
biased point of view than a
personal letter would.
Tracey Madigan would
like to encourage all students
to "come see us." Very soon,
Whitney Mills will be starting
to work alongside Madigan as
another pre-health advisor.
There will be many upcoming
events and speakers next year
to help students choose where
to go after college and how
to get there. Her office hours
are Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 9:30- llAM and
3-4:30 PM as well as Thursday 4-7PM. You can either
make an appointment or just
stop by her office in Decary
121, and you can also find her
on Facebook!

BY MINA SABIR
Nor'easter Staff
Last year at this time I had just
signed the contract to join UNE for
one academic year. Now I can't believe that I'll be packing to go back
to my country after a few weeks.
I still remember how overwhelmed I was when I first got to
UNE, though it didn't take me long
to get used to everything here and
feel the sense ofbelonging at UNE.
Some people even tease me by saying that I became a "Mainer." As
the departure time gets closer and
closer I realize how hard it will be
to leave all the great things that I
experienced and enjoyed here.
A lot of people asked me how/
why I chose Maine and UNE. My
answer was always and simply "It
wasn't my choice." But to be frank
if it were up to me, I wouldn't have
chosen a better place. The fascinating place and the amazing people
around me couldn't have made my
stay here anything but extraordinary
I won't begin to list all of the many
people who have made my experience here so wonderful because I
worry it would take up this entire
page and the next one, but it would
be enough to say that a lot of amazing people from UNE have made
my experience here worth living;

Starting from the President and
the Dean, who warmly welcomed
me here, to the housekeeper in the
language department who would
stop by my office every morning to
check on me with a smiling face.
Before I go I should say, that this
experience has been the richest one
I've ever had in my life. When I
was preparing to come here I had
two goals in mind besides teaching
Arabic. Frrst, to represent my religion and my country successfully
and, second, to learn as much as I
could about the American culture.
I'm not sure ifl managed to achieve
my goalsl00%, but I'm sure of one
thing; I managed to change some
people's attitudes and stereotypes
about a lot of aspects in my culture
and religion.
Every time I found myself
indulged in a deep and interesting
discussion with Americans who are
curious and thirsty to know about
"others" who are most of the time
"Muslims," I felt proud to clear a
cloud in front of their eyes that was
hiding the truth about Islam. Each
time I felt obliged to give evidence
that Islam never supports terrorism and that Islam is the number
1 religion that treats women with
respect and dignity and that oppressed women and oppressing
Please see MINA, page 6
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men are those who mix up culture
with religion and therefore they
don't understand the real message
oflslam.
Every time I insist that the
young American minds should try
hard to go beyond what their local media wants them to know. In
my class discussions, I insist that
my students build up their critical
thinking to refuse preconceptions
and stereotypes, but embrace personal choices and research. I believe
this is the only way with which we
will have a prosperous future with
a generation that is ready to tolerate, cooperate and coexist in a "village"like world. It always fascinates
me how Americans are nice and
friendly and open minded when
we talk about current issues.
Before I go I should say, that
the best time I've spent here is the
time either with my students or
with my friends. I'm glad to say
that my students are really surprising me with all their hard work to
learn Arabic (which is quite frankly

a challenging language). My happiest moments are when my students
express their enthusiasm and their
motivation to be in my class. I can
only say that I'm proud of them and
I will miss them so much. Throughout the year we've managed to build
a wonderful climate in our classes,
not only for Arabic learning, but
for mutual understanding of our
cultures and life values.
My sociable nature has helped
me to make a decent network of
'g reat lifelong friends on and off
campus from all different religions
and ethnicities. My diverse friends
have always been there to cheer me
up when I felt down and to be my
family when I felt homesick.
The last thing I would like to
say before I go is that it's just amazing how diverse souls and minds
from different places around the
globe can become closer to you
than your family for the sake of
nothing but love and appreciation
of diversity. So, thank you UNE for
all the respect, kindness and support you have shown me during my
unforgettable year in Maine.

Maintenance Makes a Difference at MARC
BY CODY CHRETIEN
Nor'easter Contributor
You don't need to be an
Environmental Studies student to
understand that going green can
be costly and time consuming.
More and more organizations are
popping up around the country to
try to help schools, businesses, and
working class citizens find ways to
become energy efficient. One leading program in the construction
industry is L.E.E.D. (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design), which is a standard for energy efficient and sustainable building designs. Bowdoin's ice arena,
UNE's new pharmacy school, and
one of USM's residence halls are
all L.E.E.D. certified. But what do
you do for a building that's already
built and functional?
When the Marine Animal Rehabilitation Center, or MARC, was
built at UNE it was designed to be
a first of its kind: a "green" building
before green building criteria had
been developed. But after years of
operation, the building was using
more water, oil, and energy then
originally intended. Then something great happened. About a year
ago Steve Berry, an engineer graduate of Maine Maritime, was hired
on to the MARC staff as chief engineer and maintenance personnel.
In just shy of a year, Steve has
changed, rebuilt, ordered, and tinkered with pumps, gauges, and fuel
lines and has brought the MARC
building back into the realm of
"green". He doesn't want all the
credit, however. Steve says that if
it wasn't for Scott Wintel and Tom
Clow of Facilities he never would
have gotten the "go ahead" for the
preventative maintenance that
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MARC needs. So what exactly did
Steve do to make the building run
so smoothly?
On Steve's computer was a
chart that showed the energy use
for the pump system that fills the
tanks of the center. He pointed to a
red line and said, "This means there
is no energy being used to do all the
work that's necessary. When I got
here the pumps were working all
day and this line was off the charts."
What was causing this spike in energy? The answer came when doing
a routine clean. The main pipe that
pulls water into the building needs
to be cleaned twice a year. Normally
the volunteers and staff cleaned it
thoroughly, but they never went
past a certain valve. What was beyond the valve was the problem.
"The pipe was completely blocked
with two-year old mussels" Steve
said while pointing to the part he
took apart, "Since that cleaning, on
October 22, 2009, we haven't used a
single ounce of extra energy."
Steve hasn't only saved energy; he has saved fuel, chemicals,
and lots of money. Steve told me,
"You have to be willing to take all
the preventative measures that are
necessary. Without them, things
break or don't run right. If you keep
up with them, you never have to
worry." These changes haven't only
made the administration happier
to be reaping the financial savings.
The students, volunteers, and staff
have all noticed a big change in the
building. "It's all about the customers (wildlife) that are spending time
here, and it's also about talking the
steps that are needed to run things
efficiently." If you have any questions, contact Cody Chretien at
cchretienl@une.edu.

Senior Week Activities
BY ANGELJARMUSZ
Nor'easter Staff
Starting in May, the University of New England and its Undergraduate Student Government will
continue the pre-commencement
events for seniors before graduation. The Class of 2010 will be
hosting the exciting Senior Week
activities on the Biddeford Campus
and surrounding Portland and Old
Orchard Beach attractions. All seniors are encouraged to attend the
events during Senior Week as a way
to celebrate with their fellow classmates and put a memorable closing
on their undergraduate experience
atUNE.
Senior Week begins on May
14 and the list of events is as follows:
Senior Field Games and Barbecue
Friday,May 14th, 4-7:00 p.m.
AlfondLawn
Senior Harbor Cruise
Saturday, May 15th, 6-10:00 p.m.
Portland
Senior Class Sea Dogs Game
Tuesday, May 18th, 6-9:00 p.m.
Hadlock Field, Portland
Comedy Connection
Wednesday, May 19th, 8-10:00
p.m.
Portland
Commencement Rehearsal

Thursday, May 20th, 1:00 p.m.
Campus Center Gym
Senior Dinner Dance
Thursday, May 20th, 5 :30 p.m.
Dunegrass, Old Orchard Beach
Senior Family Reception
Friday, May 21st, 6-8:00 p.m.
Upper Cafeteria, Decary Hall
(Parents and Families Welcome)
Commencement
Saturday, May 22,
9:15 a.m. graduates arrive at Civic
Center
10:30 a.m. Ceremony Begins
Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland
The Class of 2010 has worked
hard to fundraise for their senior
class and to keep the Senior Week
events affordable. Tickets for the
off campus activities can be purchased through the Box Office.
The class officers are still waiting to
assign prices to the activities based
on the outcome of current fundraising. There will be an all access
pass available which permits students into all Senior Week events
at a discounted price.
More information about Senior Week will be posted around
the Biddeford Campus as well as
on the Student Life section of the
school's website. Senior class officers will also send updates over
myUNE.

Now BOOKING
Birthday Parties &
Special Events.

Green Learning Community: Living Sustainably
BY KATHLEEN BAUMANN
Nor'easter Contributor
Two first year UNE students
majoring in Environmental Studies, Jon Powers and Walk.er Mates,
have been looking into bettering
transportation options on the Biddeford campus. They have taken
on a sustainability project entitled
''.Alternative Transportation'' and
have been working diligently with
Zach Schmesser, UNE's Outdoor
Recreation Coordinator, to reach
their goals.
Zach has kept very busy this past
year working on numerous forms of
on-campus recreation opportunities
for students including: ice-skating,
canoeing, kayaking, cross-country
skiing, sailing, hiking, biking, and
surfing. However, Zach did not
stop there. He set out to propose
a bicycle expansion program that
he hoped would be added to the
University's Biddeford campus's
Outdoor Recreation program this
upcoming fall. His proposal was
recently approved so Jon, Walk.er
and I were eager to learn more
about his plans.
I interviewed Zach to learn more
about this exciting new program.
In our meeting he explained to me
what his "bicycle expansion program" entailed, and why he went

about composing it. For the past
few years, first year studer:.ts have
had the option of receiving either
a bike or zip car hours, free of
charge upon their first semester at
UNE. Zach worried about what
this would entail for the upcoming semester, for each year the university has grown. Two years ago
roughly 255 bikes were distributed
to the incoming first year students;
however, this past year's first year
class acquired a 40% increase in
that amount. If the university were
to distribute bicycles in this same
fashion towards the class of 2014,
Zach explained, "The increase of
bikes on campus would be unmanageable."
Part of the Bicycle Expansion Program entails that only 125 bicycles
will be given out to next semester's
first year students. This will be
done on a first come (to deposit)
first serve basis. The giving of this
limited number of bikes will coincide with two new bicycle rental
programs. This way, every student
on campus will have the availability
to access bicycles when they please.
Zach summarized the program's
mission to "expand opportunities
for upperclassmen so they too can
take advantage of using bikes on
campus. The program will also
Please GLC, page 7
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will surely gain another means to

provide on-campus students with
more activities." He said that health
and wellness, as well as sustainability, were his main goals when constructing his project proposal.
Zach has named one of the two
new rental plans "The Blue Bike
Program." The students who are
most likely to use this program
are ones who want to go short distances on campus. Both programs
are free of charge, but students
who are interested in "The Blue
Bike Program" will need to fill out
some paperwork before becoming
an official member of the program.
The "Blue Bikes" will be found on
the bike racks around campus and
will be a distinct color to indicate
they are rentals. They will also have
locks attached to them, which only
the members will know the code to,
and the code will be changed on a
weekly basis (email updates will be
sent to the members on the same
basis). The intent of "The Blue
Bike Program" is not only to make
getting around campus easier, but
it is also for students to not rely on
safe-ride so much.
The second part of his rental project, the "Bicycle Rental Program,"
will be based in the Campus Center rather than around campus, for
this program's purpose is directed
toward long biking trips. Students can rent these bikes for hours
or even days at a time. Being the
coordinator of UNE's Outdoor
Recreation committee, Zach has a
number of ideas as to how students
can take advantage of this program.
Two examples he gave me were
organized group bike trips to Old
Orchard Beach and trips across
the river that will come second to a
kayaking excursion.
By taking advantage of the new
bike program Zach hopes to see a
biking community unfold across
the Biddeford campus. All those
who participate should see an in-

be active. The new program also
entails more winter storage space
for the bicycles on campus, which
will be held in the basement on the
New Residence Hall along with a
bike repair maintenance staff. Because even with this increase in
winter storage space, the University
still will not be able to accommodate every person on campus with
a bicycle, there has been and will
continue to be a lottery system to
determine who gets a storage spot.
This school year there was an increase in outdoor storage, which is
located in the hut at facilities. This
hut space is large enough to hold all
the bicycles, however many prefer
indoor storage. For those students
who were not aware, the bicycles
that had their locks cut and were
removed from their bike racks midNovember oflast semester were actually taken to the hut at facilities
and can now be retrieved.
There are many people who are going to be needed next semester for
work study jobs to make bike program to work, Zach estimates that
in total there will be roughly 18 students to be hired. The University
will have to hire a few additional
workers who are trained in bicycle
repair and teach these work-study
students what they will need to
know to hold their positions. The
new bicycle program is expected
to be a great community building
addition to UNE's Biddeford campus.
Although it is expected for students
to still use their cars, Zach hopes
that students will find it unnecessary to drive on campus, and instead take advantage of the increase
in bikes to get around. Other ways
students can live more sustainably
is by carpooling. A new transportation program is a great way to start
off a new year, and will help reduce
the Biddeford campus's carbon
footprint.

COITTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Where There is No Doctor
BYKIRA KEOUGH
Nor'easter Contributor
Can you imagine life without
immediate healthcare? The Ghana
Health Mission is an interdisciplinary experience provided by the
University of New England that
visits Ghana annually and provides
an open clinic for the community.
Jennifer Morton gathered a dynamic group of students and staff
to join the March trip for 10 days.
The Mission was originally established by Leda McKenry, RN, PhD,
FAAN of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst and Reverend
Robert Andoh of the International
Mission. The book "Where There
is No Doctor" was often used as
a reference in the clinic, that was
open from Monday through Friday,
8-1:30. I think that the title of this
book is a perfect representation of
my experience in Ghana and the
message that I took from the trip.
As a graduate student, in the
Occupational therapy program, in-
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terested in giving back to my local
community, as well as experiencing
life in other counties, I couldn't have
been more honored to join this clinical team. The Ghana Health Mission is an opportunity to immerge
yourself into the Ghanaian culture,
as well as to gain firsthand experience working with an interdisciplinary team. As we advance in our prospective health professions, society is
working more and more on bringing
healthcare together into a more holistic and rounded approach. I don't
think that this could be better represented than by the Ghana Health
Mission this March 2010. It was
amazing to see the group join together, both the UNE students and
staff, and provide healthcare in areas
of primary care, wound care, therapy
and pharmaceutical resources. In
addition to the health providers
working together, much of the credit
is deserving of the Ghanaian community health workers. This group
of young men and women helped to
translate and assist with the patient
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The Final DoonyTunes

BY BRIAN MUIDOON
Nor'easter Staff
8:00am Wondering why I am going
to Biddeford, Maine for college.
8:02am Dad asks me why am I going
to Biddeford, Maine for college.
8:07am Arrive for move-in day early
so I don't end up on top bunk and
can take most of the closet.
8:15am Roommates arrive - make
the kind gesture of taking the top
bunk after my bed was made knowing that they would refuse to switch.
9:00am Make a bet to see if I could
toss an apple from Assisi and hit an
innocent girl talking on her phone
on the Avila Steps. Hit her right
in the head, apple smashes all in her
hair and abruptly ends her conversation with her father. Sorry Marie.
9:28am Walk in on my roommate
and his girlfriend doing a couples
activity while watching pornography. Receive invitation to stay in the
room, deny politely.
9:43am Convince freshman lacrosse
recruit that she should come to UNE
instead of playing at Louisville.
10:09am Roommate finds 25 bloody
condoms and a gerbil cage in the
ceiling. Facilities dec~es my room
a "Bio-hazard"until new ceiling tiles
are installed. "Team Biohazard" created.
10:10am Stay in Justin, Blake, and
]M's room on the floor. Realize one
ofthem is engaged in a couples activity with girl who shall rename nameless (you weren't that quiet).
10:37am Cigarette ignites leaf in
the quad, people build up fire, BFD
forced to put it out.
10:44am Bring couch from Padua
lounge out to watch softball game
and lacrosse game. Faculty member
rudely tells us that it is inappropriate
and forced to carry it back.
10:53am Realize that having chronic
sweaty hands makes it very difficult
to rip tape. Told by professor that
care.
I felt like each day at the clinic
and in the community was different.
Imagine waking up in immense
heat, with no shower and having no
care or stress other than another day
at the clinic. I felt like I was able
to leave my worries in America and
fully take on the experience. The
Reverend's wife was so generous
making breakfast, lunch and dinner each day. In addition, the community workers were eager to show
us their community and to make us
feel as comfortable as possible. It
is hard to fully describe the experience in Ghana for those who have
not experienced it themselves. It

batting gloves are unacceptable to
wear during a practical. Forced to
change my major.
10:59am Have conversation on
Campi's screen name. Convince him
to go to Avila because he was promised to engage in a couples activity
with girl involved in said conversation. Promise was broken, Campi:
embarrassed. Mission accomplished.
11:06am Tell Marshall that I did not
know beer was in the fridge, get out
of a write-up.
11:31am Go to Montreal in a car
with Wisconsin license plates without anybody from Wisconsin.
11:42am Stay up until 4am every
night practicing throwing water from
one cup to another with Evan,just to
get up a few hours later for 8am.
11:57am Move into apartment on
Bacon Street.
ll:58amJoe throws up all over apartment, blames it on people who were
not present.
12:00pm Allegedly impersonating RA's with accomplice. Get surrounded by six UNE security guards
when we try to go back to our room.
12:36pm Brother gives me slingshots.
12:37pm A plethora of holes created
in South 403.
12:40pm Campi and I risk lives to
take suicide blocks off of windows.
Partly for more breeze, partly for a
bigger target to shoot slingshots out

0£
1:14pm Campi and I decide we need
more furniture.
1:15pm Go to hardware store, buy 98
feet of wood. Start hammering and
piss off everybody in South Hall.
1:16pm Construction wasn't great.
Realized 98 feet of wood should not
be fully consumed to make one small
couch. Check out what the lounge
has to offer for furniture.
1:17pm Biddeford police called to
check out where the missing furniture is. Room was once again lacking
furniture.
1:58pm Joe eats cookies in Campi's bed. MUNCH, MUNCH,
MUNCH, CRUMBS, CRUMBS,
CRUMBS.
2:30pm Hop on the Shuttlebus to
get a ride to a party.
3:41pm Borrow table from Campus
Center. Get noticed borrowing. Story
is not good enough. Bring table back
to Campus Center.
4:00pm Moved into house with 7
dudes, testosterone everywhere.
almost seems like the time went by
before I even knew that I was there.
I felt like the clinical provided me
with hands-on experience as an occupational therapist. I learned about
so many innovated ways to provide
care and to be flexible.
Looking back on the experience, I am so appreciative to the
Health Mission and to UNE for
providing this opportunity to students in the health professions. The
community served was genuinely
thankful for anything that we could
offer them, and often just wanted us
to hear their story. The lifestyle that
we saw was so inflicted by poverty
and a hard working life; however

4:12pm Jumped off roof into pile of
snow. Torn meniscus.
4:26pm Biohazard team member
engages in couples activity, in such
a number where the term "couple" is
extended.
5:01pm Roommate realized that big
bay window, is indeed a big, big, bay
window. All couples activities continued.
5:43pmButch takes fake eye out at
Homer's.
6:02pm Place raw chicken on Campi who is hiding under a blanket.
Catches seagull.
6:43pm Dominate hide n' seek.
7:14pm Voluntarily shovel elderly
neighbors driveway (we are very nice
boys). Get some delicious fudge in
return.
7:43pm Go through 96 rolls of toilet
paper in 10 weeks.
7:53pm Get asked politely to leave
the field hockey game.
8:01pm Power goes out in New
England. Mayhem at 159. Sleepover
in front of a cozy fire.
8:17pm Invade Emerson's gymnasium. Ref stops game to give verbal
lashing to particular UNE student.
8:37pm Place metal plate in roommate's pillowcase. He slept very well
that night.
9:00pm Win two dance-offs at a bar.
Realize I am an impeccable dancer.
9:30pm Steal birthday cake from
house on Hills Beach.
9:31pm Feel bad after eating a piece,
return it the next morning.
10:46pm Wake up after Halloween.
Realize that Junior Mints are a great
way to make up for not having a
toothbrush.
11:01pm Roommate mulls the idea
of breaking up a marriage.
11:23pm Give a broken karaoke machine as a birthday gift at a birthday
party we were not invited to.
11:24pm Return stolen valuables
friend took from the birthday party.
Was not as funny the next morning.
11:31pm Bring own party-favors
to a party-favors race. Dominate
competition. May or may not know
the whereabouts of Lean Mean FatReducing Grilling Machine.
11:58pm Realize that we left our
mark on UNE.
11:59pm About to walk across the
stage at graduation. Think to myself
"thank God I came to Biddeford,
Maine for college."
12:00am &*#@ I owe UNE a ton of
money.
that did not seem to have an impact
on their spirits. Everyone that we
worked with was so motivated to
achieve and rise above. Despite the
poverty and prevalence of untreated
illnesses, there was a rhythm to each
day that was delightful and inspiring. I think that we can learn a lot
from other people's point of views
and lifestyles. If anyone is interested
in such an eye opening and amazing
experience, don't let the opportunity
pass you by! You will return with a
new prospective of life and with so
much more acceptance for diversity
and for others.
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Softball is Really Good
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
Softball is hotter than a pistol these days. After 20 games the
women come in at an outstanding 15-5, maybe an even more
impressive feat is their record of
9-1 in the CCC. After a winning
streak of six straight games, all of
which came against conference
opponents, the lady Nor'Easters
are completely dominating, it's
almost a joke.
The season started under the
sunny skylines, and citrus soaked
fields of Orlando, FL. The ladies
weren't there for a pleasure trip,
although it became one, they had
some serious work to do and some
games to win. When all was said
and done the women won their
first five games, before dropping
their final three.
This put the women up against
Regis in their home opener and
first conference games in a double
header. Eventually, when the dust
settled and the chalk lines had
been wiped away, UNE had taken
Regis' pride. This sparked UNE
as they went on to win seven of
their next eight games to further
establish their dominance.

TOM HINMAN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

UNE Women's Softball team player.

UNE has been an offensive
juggernaut outscoring their opponents 103-66. This is due in
large part to UNE having eight
players batting over .300, and five
players with on-base percentages
over .400. Angie Damon has led
UNE. Who has started all 20
games this season while posting
an outstanding .393 batting av-

erage, with a team high 12 RBIs
and is tied for the team lead in
hits, with 22. She has also been
a standout in the field leading the
team with 141 putouts and has
yet to commit an error. UNE's
star power is not limited to Damon.alone. Her battery mate and
partner in punishment has been
Ashley Gott. Gott who has also

Rugby Joins UNE
BY STEVE SCRIVENER
Nor'easter Staff
Rugby is one of the most prominent and exciting sports. Although
futbol is undoubtedly the biggest
sport in the world, Rugby is a clear
cut second. Despite its worldwide
popularity, it was not until recent
years that the sport finally came to
America. Rugby is an intense game
that com!Jines soccer and football
that truly separates the boys from
the men.
Although nobody is 100 percent certain how this man's game
originated, it is believed that Rugby
first became a sport in 1823 thanks
to a young British lad named William Webb Ellis. Ellis was a 16 year
old student at the Rugby School in
England. While playing soccer with
his L1~smates, William became ven
fru trated with t~c rules an decided
t ph, th game on hi, own term .
cc up with bem~ 1imited to
u,1 1u t h1 k t, he pi ·ked up th
bal a'"lct ran s oradicallJ throughnut
the field. Stunned ,md ,irruzed by
h1 gutles moves, Ellis' classrn,1te,
quic.:kh spread the word and began
plann,., thb ,Utern,l~Ve •oJ:Til of soccer that allowed tor therr to u.,e thei,
h,mds. And qukkl), th1 bcc.1me
an actu,ill) port, named after the
pla e that it wa, created, The Rugb)
chool.
After manv veaxs, the historic
port of Rugh) ha, become a world
wide phenomenon , m it will be a

part of the UNE community; as the
school is set to have a club rugby
team as of fall 2010. For several years
there has been talk about the poten-

do not understand the rules, it looks
like Chaos, but when you finally
learn the game, you really learn to
appreciate how team oriented it is,"

EMELINE n IERY,NOR'EASTER NEWS

ll, 'E, new Rugbv tcan,

ti.ti d Rug.:i\ he1.,. at UNE and ..,o,
tt i, ,et in 5tone that the 1 1or'castcrs
w1L take the fa:IJ bcgin111ng next

t

l . E students Robert Cha
gnot and 1 ate Guerette decided to
t.:.ke this drcan1 and n1rn it into a realit).As a member of Portland l',len's
league, Ga,i;non knew it was time
to bring his favorite sport to school.
1\frcr 1rany long hours of hard work
and .:oopcration, the team b scheduled to play nex"t tall in a league mmprised of UNE, Maine M aritime,
Dartmouth "C" team, Fitchburg
State and Mitchell College
"It i;. oflc of those sp'orts if volt

nwnt1on Guerette m rerrarrt, to the
decision to start a Rugb, tea=
Il1e ream is open to players
all skill levels a."1G has been runmng
practKes on Vednesdays at 4:15.
The only equipment required to play
is ra set of cleats. Currently there are
20 members of the newly formed
squad, but there 1s still room for addition,tl plaver,.1~-you think you arc
man enough to join the Rugby team,
look them up on E1cebook under
"UNE Rugby Club" or .:ontact Robert Gagnon at (603)-305-0362 for
details.

o:

started all 20 games this season
is hitting .367 with 22 hits, 11
RBIs and one home run. Gott
also leads the team in slugging
percentage at a gaudy .517. The
ladies have also had production
from Maegan Johnson. Johnson
is hitting .304 with 7 RBI's,Johnson is also second on the team in
steals behind Lauren Webb with

four thefts.
In the pitcher's circle the
Nor'Easters have relied heavily upon Amber Zablowsky, and
Erin Lyons. Zablowsky is 8-1
over 62.2 innings of work with
38 strikeouts and an outstanding
earned run average of 1.34. Lyons, the sophomore, is 6-3, over
57 innings, with a team high 45
strikeouts and a 2.46 earned run
average.
Some of UNE's best games
came against Daniel Webster
in Florida, where they swept a
double header winning 10-2, and
13-0. Zablowsky and Lyons were
dominant in their two starts, and
were a big part of the wins. In
the second game Lyons took a
no-hitter into the last inning that
was broken up with one out in the
seventh. Damon provided most
of the offense with a pair of hits in
each game. Megan Gauger had a
triple and Johnson had two RBIs
on the day.
The women will end their
season with 18 more games all
against conference opponents.
UNE looks to be the favorite to
win TCCC, and hopefully can
hang another banner in the gym
this year.

Player of the Week: Amber
Zablowsky
BY MATT PENET
Nor'easter Staff
As the season winds down and
the playoffs loom, the University of
New England's softball team must
prepare for a challenge in the playoffs. With a 16-6 conference record,
the squad is close to clinching a high
seed in the conference tournament
which began April 26. There is an
old adage "The best offense is a good
defense", but for baseball and softball
the less the fielders have to do, the
better. Pitching is key, and the Lady
Nor'Easters have one who has gone
above and beyond the call of duty.
Junior Amber Zablowsky h eads
into the season's final double-header
on April 24 with a 13-4 record and
an almost non-existent 1.18 earned
L I 1ve1· 1g
",Ji Ina ·illt)W'd ·' L1St
20 mns in just under 120 innmgs
pitched, walking just 15 and ,triking out 55. lhat averages out to
one wall.. every eight innings, or less
than one per game, and about three
strikeouts per game. Zablowsky has
started 16 games this season, and 15
of them she has gone the distance
and pitched complete games. She
allowed just 42 hits over the course
of the season, and held opponents to
just a .223 batting average.
This was a break-out season for
Zablows.k,. She set career _highs or
lows in every category, with significant jumps in her inning,, strikeouts,

and wins, while the number of hits,
runs, and earned run averages all
dropped. She almost matched h er
career statistics in innings pitched
and will more than double her career
strikeouts this season, and the 42 hits
is almost half of what she allowed
in either of her first two seasons.
The increase in innings pitched and
major cut down on earned runs allowed has allowed for a earned run
average that is a third of what it was
in the first two seasons of Zablowsky's career, and the effect is evident.
She is credited with 13 of the teams
23 wins, and even has stepped in to
pitch relief three times.
Pitchers like Zablowsky are key
for the long-term success of a team.
I t doesn't matter if a team averages
four runs or 14 runs per game, if you
.1;~,·e l'l n'.Jrt. y0u !osc. Pitche1s are
the first line of defense comL game
time, ·md the le~s work fielders have
to do the more energy they have or
hit,.;ng and base ,·unning. I 1dircctly,
this is visible in the stolen bases of
UNE. They stole 43 bases, and go1
caught just ten times.Although thert.
is no direct relationship between a
pitcher's effectiveness at working
quickly and keeping their teammates
off the field defensively, its hard not
to think that it doesn't benefit everyone. Amber, keep up the "nd work
through the playoffs
Jn,
and good luck to yo
• st of
the squad.

Women's Lacrosse
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
Coach Sue Frost has herself a
winning lacrosse team this spring.
At 10-4 overall, and a dominating 8-2 in the conference, the lady
Nor'Easters are playing excellent
lacrosse and are not about to stop
now.
The official season started
way back on March 13, when the
women squared off against the
Blue Pride of Wellesley College.
Unfortunately for Wellesley their
pride was crushed as UNE went
on to an 8-6 victory. UNE was
led by a sorority of scoring with
Danielle Cate and Mallory Long
pouring on three goals apiece to
drown Wellesley starting their
season off right. Tara Geraghty
turned away an outstanding 15
shots to help in the victory.
After dropping their next
game to Colby, UNE went on to
win their next six games in a row
all coming against conference opponents.
Back on March 20, UNE got
that very win streak rolling with
a dominating victory over Anna
Maria College. In this one, as in
every blowout defense and scoring was the story for UNE. In the
middle of the first half it was 9-0

in favor of UNE. Mallory Long,
Danielle Cate, and Jenna Barton
were responsible for the offensive surge with two goals apiece.
When the first half closed UNE
enjoyed an 11-1 lead and showed
no signs of weakness, out shooting their opponents 48-5. Geraghty and Jillian Aslin split the
game between the pipes to carry
UNE to a 15-2 declawing of the
Amcats.
This brought the women to
a matchup against New England
College home of the Pilgrims.
This one became the Danielle
Cate show starring, Danielle Cate,
with best supporting actresses going to Cara Cole, Angel Jarmusz,
and Mallory Long. Cate had an
astounding seven goals, one short
of the record for a single game at
UNE. Cole, Jarmusz and Long
accounted for six more scores
forcing the Pilgrims to hit rock
bottom.
Cate continued her scoring
rampage with nine goals in their
next game against Salve Regina
University. With the help of 18 ·
saves from Geraghty UNE went
on to win this one 22- 12 in yet
another convincing win.
Over the next two contests
against Curry College, and the
University of Southern Maine,

UNE relied heavily on familiar
names and faces to bring home
two more wins. Cate, Cole, Long,
and Geraghty all played very well
providing the offense and goaltending in both games to help the
women be victorious.
Just when it looked like UNE
would never lose again, the Endicott Gulls beat UNE 18-8.
The Golden Bears ofWestern
New England College arrived at
UNE for their next match. UNE
was outscored 7-2 over the last 20
minutes of this one but held on
to a 12-11 victory. Again Cate,
Long, Barton, and Jessy Dvorak,
led UNE on offense to support
the consistent goalie play of Geraghty.
UNE crushed Regis in their
next game 17-2 before dropping
their next two in a row to Roger
Williams and Bates.
A late unassisted goal by senior Dani Wood, broke an 11-11
tie late in a game against the
Fighting Scots of Gordon College to give the women their most
recent win.
All year the women have relied on Cate, Long, and Geraghty
to lead them to victory and the
playoffs will be no different.

Intramural Program Director: Patty Williams
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
The intramural program at
UNE has become significantly
better over the past year and
the new intramural program
director, Patty Williams, is a
huge reason why. All across the
board intramurals have grown.
Participation, depth, and intensity of the programs have really
increased since Williams joined
UNE.
Patty's expertise in the field
comes from her background in
recreational sport and her educational background. "I starting working for the intramural
sports department as an undergrad at the University of New
Hampshire. At the time I was
un-declared and really had no
idea what I wanted to major in.
I started off as an official and
scorekeeper and then worked
my way up the ranks to a supervisor position. I really enjoyed
working for intramurals and
later decided to change my major to Recreation Management
and Policy and pursue a career
in the field of Recreational
Sports. With the help of my
academic advisor and the Campus Recreational staff, I attended my first NIRSA (National
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Association) conference during
my senior year (2004) . At that
conference I applied for and interviewed for Graduate A ssis-
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tantship positions all over the
country. I ended up accepting
the Intramural/Club Sports GA
position at UNC-Greensboro
and got my master's d egree in
Recreation, Tourism and Hospitality Management in 2006.
After graduating from UNCG I
landed my first professional position as the Assistant Director
for Intramural and Club Sports
at Xavier University in Cincinnati, OH. I worked at Xavier for
3 years before accepting the position I currently have at UNE.
I am from Saco, ME originally
and was looking for an opportunity to stay in the field but
also be closer to home. Working for UNE has been a great
experience so far and I am glad
I took the opportunity to return
to Maine."
Patty determined that the
student staff is the life biood
of the intramural program. "I
think the recent success of the
program is a direct reflection of
the student staff who work for
Intramural Sports. It is always
difficult when a new person is
hired to understand how they
like to run things, what their
expectations and standards are,
etc. The staff has worked really hard this year to improve
the quality of the program and
service we provide to UNE students."
The future of the UNE intramural program looks bright
with big plans and ideas. ''I'd

like to continue to see the program grow with more sport offerings and student participation. I think that the addition
of the new turf field this fall
will greatly improve our field
sports by providing a state of
the art facility for flag football
and outdoor soccer, and perhaps
even some new offerings like
ultimate Frisbee and kickball.
I also hope that the university
will continue to expand its indoor athletic facilities so that
there will be more indoor space
dedicated to student recreation,
including intramural sports."
With that said Williams would
like to see some improvements
"I'd like to see the student staff
continue to grow and improve.
Although they have already
made great strides, we still have
a long way to go to improve the
consistency of our rules and
policies, our professionalism,
and our reliability."
Williams highlighted a few
strengths about the program
that are already in place now.
"UNE's intramural program
is great because a majority of
the student body is involved
(whether they play, watch, or
know someone who is involved).
Having students who care about
our program helps validate how
important it is and helps us get
the resources we need to offer a
successful program."
Williams recalls one of her
most proud days as intramural
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Nor'easters Conference
Change
BY AJ FREDETTE
Nor'easter Staff
The Nor'easters' athletics department has been part ofThe Commonwealth Coast Conference, and
over the past two years have been
dominating the conference. The
men's and women's basketball teams
have brought home their own conference championship, and every
other team has been near the top of
the standings for their respected seasons.
The TCCC will exist as it is
now for one more academic year,
and after that 9 current teams will be
leaving the conference to better meet
the needs of their student athletes.

The change will be effective once the
2011-2012 academic year begins. In
the coming weeks, the leaders from
the nine institutions will meet up and
establish by-laws for the new conference, which has yet to be named.
The schools leaving The Commonwealth Coast Conference along
with UNE are Curry College, Endicott College, Gordon College,
Nichols College, Roger Williams
University, Wentworth Institute of
Technology, and \Vestern New England College. The institutions leaving
share a focus on student-athlete success and commitment to standards
for competitive play, and new conference will make sure that those policies will happen.

The Other NCAA Tournaments
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
No, it's not the NIT It's a bit closer
to home, the UNE intramural basketball
playoffs have started and the brackets
have been busting with excitement and
great game play. There are sleepers, heavy
favorites, underdogs, upsets, the only piece
missing is Dickie V himsel£
On the Men's side the action has
been intense. With Coitus Interruptus,
and The Skeeters entering the tournament
undefeated at 6-0 and 5-0 respectively.
One would have to pick them as favorites to win the bracket, but that's why the
games are played. All teams had a ticket to
the prom to dance, but not all were meant
to dance. Even the defeated teams, Ram
Rod and Rays Mitt got to feel the bright
lights, and hear the sound of flash bulbs
popping, as reporters took notes on the
games. Unfortunately, for them their fate
was misfortune as they were both bounced
in their opening round matchups.
The Dollar Store Dirnedroppers,
drew the 9 seed and met up with the 8
seed Cremasters. This was the classic
9-8 upset as "D cubed" or "Trip Deez"
went on to win in convincing fashion. As
mentioned, Bio-Hazard promptly stifled
Ram Rod and sent them home packing
in their first round matchup. The other
two games featured the five seed Renegades battling the 12 seed Rays Mitt.
Rays Mitt was not able to catch anything
the Renegades through at them dropping
this one and telling themselves "Hey, at
least we had fun." An intriguing 10-7
matchup featured the Dutchmasters, and
the Big Ballerz. At the end ofthis mastering Dutch didn't translate to a win as the
Big Ballerz rolled on to the next round.
Rounding out the first round games was
the six seed 2010 Intramural Champs
versus the eleven seed DTP. The Champs
marched on expunging DTP from the
bracket.
In second round action, the nine seed
Dirnedroppers faced the heavily favored
Couitus Interruptus . After a hard battle
the Dirnedroppers shocked the world and
interrupted Couitus' run at fame. The five
seed Renegades, faced off against the four
seed Bio-Hazard, with the Renegades being victorious. The Skeeters beat the Big

Ballerz, and the Mob Squad made liars
of the 2010 Champs. So the semi-finals
matchups were the Skeeters and Mob
Squad, and the Dirnedroppers and Renegades.
The Skeeters were victorious over the
Mob Squad and the Renegades cashed
out on the Dollar Store Dirnedroppers.
This led to the game for all the T-shirts,
between the Skeeters and the Renegades,
when all the kids were put to bed, the
Renegades surpassed the Skeeters and left
their mark on UNE intramural history
record books signing their names as the
2010 5 v5 intramural basketball champions.
In the women's bracket the eight
team field incl\lded just one unbeaten
team, the Flying Squirrels. Again with
everyone making the tournament anything is possible from this field, even the
0-6 Nothin, But Netters may be able to
taste victory.
In first round action upsets have
been clear and present. The Squirrels
moved past the Netters, the Shot Callers pulled the upset over fourth seeded
Badda Boom, the Raviolis upset the second seeded Tsunami's and the Celtics
stole one from the Ball Handlers. That
left two second round games to be played
between the Flying Squirrels and the Shot
Callers, and in the other game Ravioli and
the Celtics faced off. The Squirrels flew
over the Shot Callers, and Ravioli sauced
the Celtics. This put the Flying Squirrels
against the Celtics on the full court where
huffing and puffing was sure to be heard.
As Robert Horry once said "Pressure can
burst a pipe, or make a diamond." In this
case the latter halfwas true for the Squirrels as they soared past the Celtics.
In other intramural venues athletes
are pouring on the sweat in racquetball
where Alex Devoe, Chris Miller, Shane
Griffith, and Todd Bartlett have been wall
banging their way through the racquetball
bracket. In the softball intramural world
there is a single elimination Sunday softball tournament. The Sharbaugh Slammers, Bio-Hazard, Rough Riders, and Big
Woods are alive and well and have moved
onto their next games.
As summer gets closer the action
continues to heat up in the intramural
world.

/
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Dance Team Wraps Up Successful Year
BY MATT PENET

described the team's performance as
flawless, and added she and her coCaptain Marisa Dzioba, who also
Jf you think the University of happens to be the lone senior dancer,
ew England's dance team is just "are both extremely proud of how
a bunch of students who perform well they performed".
at halftime of the basketball games.
\Vith effectively the entire team
th.ink again. They are a group of tal- reniming in the fall, the e.'<pectations
ented snidents who pour their heart should be fairly high for the ladies.
and soul into the team, and it shows. A veteran te,un is a plus no matter
The team placed eighth at the Na- what they do, whether its dancing or
tional Dance Association College playing soccer or working in an ofNationals, and were third in the fice. But no matter what, there will
challenge cup. This was a little slip always be room for improvement.
from last year, when they finished "Next year we hope to continue imthird, but considering the team lost proving our technique and chorefive seniors from last year-including ography for nationals," Di.Vito said,
a three-year captain- and had four adding that their goal every year is
new freshmen on the squad, the feat to place first at nationals. This could
is quite amazing. It shows how truly very well be an achievable goal for
talented the team is, and with just the dance team next spring. If this
one senior on this year's squad, ex- were to happen, the impressiveness
pect the team to be even better ne.'<t would be enhanced by the team's
year.
self-sustairiing style. They coach
W ith only a ten-person squad, and choreograph everything they
four new dancers meant virtually a do themselves, putting them in the
new squad. But that was no prob- minority. !v1ost of their competilem for them. "The team did a really tion at ationals has both coaches
good job working together" explains and choreographers. So while the
Captain Kate DiVito, "we work(ed) tean1 is losing one senior, the loss of
to improve ourselves individually a captain like Dzioba is almost the
and as a team everyday and I think equivalent oflosing a coach. She and
we did just that". The talent is clearly DiVito choreographed, taught and
present on the team, but it extends performed the ationals routine.
farther than most people see. The
Despite having a young team,
team had to make some last minute the ladies achieved most of the goals
changes before their performance they had this season. "The goals of
at atiorntls, including altering the Marisa and I were to rebuild the
routine and substituting their alter- team after losing five seniors and
nate for an injured dancer. DiVito improving our technique," DiVito

explained, adding they achieved
both of those. They met their technique goal, scoring between eight
and eight-point-five. lhis was a fall
point improvement from last year,
which for dance is an unbelievable
improvement. Technique ended up
being the highest scoring category
for the team, but it proves they can
do it. \Vith most of the dancers back,
improving this even more and raising the scores of other categories isn't
a farfetched idea, and neither is an
incredible showing in Daytona at the
2011 DA College Nationals.
Headed into next year, expect
the dance team to keep pressing
forward. With practices three days a
week, and another Nationals performance providing valuable C>..pcrience
behind them, look fonvard to great
performances by the ladies. Nationals gave DiVito a good feeling. "It
is a really fun and good experience
for the girls to sec what other teams
from around the country have to offer," she said, and that it offers the
chance to "improve our own choreography and dance skills,"
There may not be many opportunities to see the dance team
in action again until later on in the
fall semester, but expect some great
routines for sme. The team has a lot
of momentum headed into the summer, and despite the loss of Dzioba,
expect DiVito and the other returning dancers to step up and fill her
shoes.

Williams

and participating in recreational
activities. UNE is a very active
campus and intramural sports is
an excellent outlet for students
to de -stress from the pressures
of papers, presentations, and exams."
All things considered Patty
Williams has really increased
the quality of the UNE intramural prog ram here at UNE.

Noreaster Staff
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director here at U E. "There
have many memorable moments
thi · year in intramural sports.
One that sticks out in my mind
was just yesterday (Sund ay,
April 11). I wa~ on campus for
nearly 10 hours and was amazed
by the number of students who
were
Please see Vvilliams, page 10

doing some sort of recreational
activity on campus. We had organized intramural sports going
on (7 beach volleyball games
and 4 softball games were played
throughout the day) but there
·was also lots of informal activities taking place (outdoor soccer, Frisbee, playing catch, even
a home- made slip and slide next
to Padua)! It seemed that everyone was excited to be outside
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THURSDARTS & ENTERTAINMENTWS
UNE Players Put On One-Act Plays
BYEMELlNE EMERY
Nor'easter Staff
1he UNE Players presented
three one-act plays at Biddeford
City Theater. The plays were
"Hush Little Celia, Don't Say a
Word,""SweenyTodd,'' and "Cotton Girls" in order of performance,
all directed by Bob Pecchia. All of
their hard work paid off as the
one-acts were a huge success Friday and Saturday night, as well as
a Sunday matinee.
Students in the Rotaract Club
were the ushers for the weekend.
\Vith Lorraine Pecchia as assistant director, Ashley l\!Ioore, Tara
Connell and Jess Hamel helping
with hair and makeup and Edward Kohler, Codi Riley, Travis
McCafferty, Molly Kelleher and
Mike Tripp back stage, the shows
came together as a major accomplishment for everyone involved.
The stage managers (again, in
order) were Sara Shea, Michael
Earle and Tara O'Brien.
"Hush Little Celia, Don't
Say a Word," by Joseph Wallace
was the first one on the program,
with the largest amount of actors
in it. Craig Gibson and Alyssa
Dumond excelled at the lead roles
of Todd and Celia. The ensemble
actors included the UNE students Heather Putnam, \Vendy
Lawson, Melanie Ostrowski, Kyle
Galliani, Brianna Chu, Eric Pepin, Catherine Skeen, Anne Marie
Mandarakas, Amy Luginbuhl,
Brandon Hotham, Brett Peterson,
Tara O'Brien and Shannon :Martineau.
If you missed the play, you
probably missed a rare opportunity to see what your classmates
would be like as kindergarteners.
The play starts out with Gibson as
Todd narrating his story about his
life growing up with Dumond as
Celia. Right at the start, it is clear
that Celia chooses not to speak
while her classmates, p arents and
teachers deal with their frustration with Celia in different ways.
She m.ikes the perfe ct student at
St. Josephs Elementary sch ool
since their belief is that "children
should be seen ,md not heard,"
bu r the children have a little bit
of a diflerent vie"w. 1\l most every-

"11ie Laramie Project": Social Change at UNE
BYBRANDONHOTHAM
Nor'easter Sta.ff

UN E students performing in one of three one-act plays.
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"The Laramie Project," a
play by l\1oises Kaufman and the
members of the Tectonic 1heater
Project, was produced recently
right here at UNE's in the MPR's
on April 7th and 8th. "The Laramie Project" is a play about the reaction to the murder of a University of Wyoming gay student in
Laramie, Wyoming in 1998. The
play draws on hundreds of interviews conducted by the theater
company with inhabitants of the
town, company members' journal
entries during the experience, and
published news reports. 111e play
is divided into three acts, and up
to 8 actors can portray more than
sixty characters in series of vary-

body teases her and think she is creepy it was packed full ,¥ith
strange for most of her life.
subtle humor that kept the auTodd is the only boy that dience at the edge of their seats
ever tries to get to know Celia with anticipation and laughter.
even though he has trouble understanding her. While Celia
Finally, Ashley Taylor, Julia
stays quiet with selective mutism, Furtado and Danielle Cropley
Todd is very outspoken and uses performed in "Cotton Girls," by
humor to escape difficult situa- Tobin Scott. 'This play was a bit
tions. In the end, the audience lighter that the previous two,
BY AJ FREDETTE
comes to the understanding that about 3 best friends reminiscing
Nor'easter Staff
people "talk but fail to understand about their high school days and
one another,'' and that there's "no revealing inner secrets that they
There's nothing like watching a
easy way to see inside somebody's had never discussed before. 1]1e movie and thinking that you're actusoul." Even with such a deep mes- play took place at a carnival where ally there or actually involved in the
sage, "Hush Little Celia, don't say the girls were stuck at the top of movie itself That's the feeling that
a word," was full of clever meta- the Ferris wheel for quite some the movie, rThe Hurt Locker gives
phors, sentimental moments and time. Even though they were you and the director, Kathryn Bighumorous lines which were ex- best friends before, it took this elow, brought a brilliant screenplay
ecuted perfectly by these talented particular situation right before to life. The screenplay itself was writactors.
graduation to bring them closer ten by Mark Boal, who is a freelance
Next on the program was to each other than ever before. writer that spent time as a journalist
"Sweeny Todd," by Raymond These actresses did an excellent with the US bomb squad in Iraq in
Hull. Students John Pecchia, job portraying a theme that I'm 2004.
Harmony Bell, Lauren Boudrea, sure many of the audience mem 1he movie follows members of
James MacMunn, Chase Sheaff, bers could relate to.
a U.S. Army Explosive Ordnance
l\tlichael Earle and Caroline Phin"UNE players" has grown Disposal(EOD) squad. It shows the
ney acted in this Victorian melo- significantly in the past 3 years intensity that the members of that
drama. Todd played by Pecchia since I've been here, from doing a unit experience on any given day
and his evil lover/partner in crime student written play in the MPR's while being stationed in Iraq, and
Claudette Mincey played by Bell; of the campus center to produc- shows how tbey put their lives on
murder their customers for their ing several outstanding plays and the line every time they enter a war
money so that they can run away musicals at Biddeford City The- zone.
together to Montreal. After Todd ater this year. While the talent has
1he movie itself gives you a look
slits their throats while getting a always been great, the program is at the life of the EOD members, and
shave, he pulls a lever and watches growing in numbers like crazy. to the untrained eye it seems very rethem fall backwards off the chair 111e University of New England alistic.
into the hasement, where Mincey com mun ity should be very p rou d
H owever, to those who have
retrieves the bodi es to use them of everyone involved with this served in the military, the movie may
in the meat pies at her bakery. event.
have a different efl:cct. Sargent .MatAlthough th is play was dark and
thew C handler USl\JC, Scout Platoon, who served two tours of duty
in Iraq, came away with a vcn different ,·iew of the movie. "I'd e1~joy the
movie as an action moYie. It was filled
with some moments of suspense" but,
he continued, '"as for it's re,1lism, it
missed the mark."
Sgt. Chandler gaYe some examples as to how the movie ''missed its
mark"in regards to the realism saying,
"no matter how salff an EOD tech
maybe, ht would 'EVER remove
his bomb suit.'' Sgt. Chandler continued saying "I have had the honor
of working with some EOD tech, in

ing short scenes.
TI1e show, overall, was a com- ':
plete success that really reached
the UNE community at large.
Th.is is a rough show to both produce and watch. It touches on
issues that make people uncomfortable, but it also causes us ;lll to ·
think about the influence of hate
and about how our varying social ,
values interact and exist with one .
another.
To get a more accurate understanding of what it was like to
work on this production, I spoke ·
with Spike Johnson, the Direc- ·
tor of the production, as well as
JVlargaret Hutton, the Assistant
Director of the production. 1bey,
both gave some great insider in-!
formation.
Please see LARAMIE, page 121
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Movie Review: The Hurt
Locker
my two deployments and these guys ,
were some of the most meticulous .
professionals."
;
Sgt. Chandler thought the mov-,i
ie was a good fictitious action film,'
but the accura..:y of the movie itself'
was "outside the black," which is a
term used on a rifle range meaning
you missed the center.
The movie starts off with an
intense opening scene, and from
that point on you are at the edge of
the seat, waiting and anticipating
the next move by the EOD squad.
It brings the viewer into the movie
and never has a dull moment. 111ere
is constant action and thrilling scenes
that allow the viewers to stay involved
in the picture.1he team that they are
following have a month left in their
tour of duty, and the team is patiently
counting the days and trying to do
whatever they can to survive the danger that they face everyday they go
back out. 111e movie has scenes that
will leave any viewer breathless.
111e movie itself was filmed in
Jordan and Kmvait and the director
Bigelow, wanted to make sure that i1
had a fictional look to the movie, and
make sure that they were not missing
anything when it came to the filming
of the movie. During some parts of
the movie, they were less than four
miles away from Iraq.
rThe movie was released in film
festi\'als, and became more and more
popular. Eventualh the movie gained
so much steam that it was released
in tht U.S. and made a huge splash
in the theaters everywhere. The Hurt
Locker won six Oscars this year including best motion picrnre, best
di rec tor, and best writing and screenpht~'. Overall the movie was nominated for 9 Os..:ars in 2010, and took tht
awards b,- storm.
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community. She pointed out,
from a logistical standpoint, that
When speaking with Johnson, this was also a hard production to
she really discussed with me the put on due to its structure. "This
importance of this production. play was difficult. It was not the
"Because the events depicted in normal each actor gets a characthe play were based around a col- ter and dialog occurs. Some aclege campus, the ramifications of tors/actresses played up ·to eight
such a tragedy can really ring true or nine different characters. But
for any campus today. The tragic what was really interesting about
death of Matthew Shephard was this play, was due to the amount ·
preventable and easily stopped, of characters, the audience was
and the continued efforts of able to watch Laramie, Wyoming
people performing 'The Laramie change and evolve as the events
Project' is contributing greatly took place. To watch how the
to the stopping of such horrific people of Laramie originally felt
about homosexuals and what the
crimes."
Johnson continued on to people ended up learning."
Hutton and Johnson also
thank her entire production staff.
She thanked her actors and her said the play was important for
Assistant Director. She said that each of them. It was important to
without them, the success of this show the magnitude of hate that
production would have never still exists. Hutton, in particular,
been possible. As someone who was shocked to learn through the
'saw the production, I can see y.,hy process, how much this hate still
she would say this. The entire cast exists. She hopes that the people
:did a fantastic job and they really who viewed this production will
remember to stand up for those
deserve the best commendations.
When speaking with Hutton, who are the victims of hate, and
she discussed the necessity and not just hate towards homosexutiming of this play here at UNE. als, but hate towards any group.
Overnll, the production was
Hutton believed this was an important piece to produce, due to a success; not only in its explicit
the biased incidents that have oc- production, but in the ramificacurred in the not so distant past tions and impact that.it left on the
right here in our very ow~ UNE entire student community.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

Shhh, Let Me Whisper in Your Ear: Ying
Yang Twins to Come to UNE
BYJMCASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
Shhh, let me whisper in your
ear, the spring concert is quickly approaching and can you believe it?
The UniversityofNew England
has actually gotten a well known artist to headline it. I know, I won't believe it until I see it, either. As many
of you, if not all of you, know this
year's headliner is the Ying Yang
Twins, making what will most likely
be their first, and last, trip to Biddeford, Maine.
UNE has had some very questionable choices dating back to the
beginning of my four years here. I
honestly couldn't· even tell you the
bands that headlined for my freshmen year spring concert back in
2007, but that's not important.
And don't forget about Hanson
that headlined our spring concert in
2008. I mean most of my friends at
home laughed out of shear embarrassment when I told them this.
Fmally, rounding out the past three
years was Rehab in 2009. I was not
in attendance but I was told Rehab
wasn't a total bust and they were an

Relay For Life Raises More Than $20,000
BY TANYA LAWRENCE
Nor'easter Staff
What were you doing on
Friday, April 16th? I'm not
sure about you, but I was walking from 6:00pm to 6:00am,
in the campus center at the
UNE's fourth annual Relay for
Life. Relay for Life is an event
held nationwide where people
put together teams and raise
money for the American Cancer Society. During the twelve
hour event, team members walk
throughout the night, symbolizing the never ending fight
against cancer.
The Relay raised over
$21,000 this year, the most
CASSI BRIITON, NOR'EASTER NEWS
raised at UNE so far. It was
an exciting night of fun, games UNE students take part in the Relay for Life event..
and costume contests.
The
The night continued on with The Luminaria was a touching
,theme this year was "It's time
costume contests for the Ro- ceremony, in which everyone in
for a cure" and each activity was
man times, masquerades, ?O's, the room remembered what we
centered on the theme. Each
80's and Lady Gaga's futuristic were fighting for.
hour was dedicated to a differoutfits. The night also included
The Relay will continue on
ent time period, which involved
cotton candy, milk shakes, pizza next year and I highly recomgames corresponding to that
and an ice cream lap.
mend it to anyone. Relay com.time. Before the themes began,
Although the night was mittee member, Kyle Draleau
however, the opening ceremony
fun, there were several times stated, "It's an awesome night.
was filled with people walking
when emotions ran high, as we It's great to see college students
during the survivor and virtual
remembered the cause of the put all the other stressors besurvivor lap. During this lap,
relay. The Luminaria is a tradi- hind them and just all be there
people decorated a sign that
tional part of the Relay, a mo- for one cause." As I dragged
was dedicated to someone who
ment dedicated to those who myself home with painful feet
has survived the battle against
are fighting cancer or who have on Saturday morning at 6:00am,
.cancer and they walked in their
lost the battle to cancer. People exhausted from a long night, I
honor. After the opening cerdecorated bags in memory of knew I already could not wait
emony and laps, the games
these fighters and as the lights for next year's Relay.
kicked off with an ice age theme
are turned off, the bags are
with Scrap's Scavenger Hunt,
lit. The room was filled with
during which teams were asked
emotions as the tellms silently
trivia questions and the winwalked around the gym, rememning team was awarded a prize.
bering those cancer victims.
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up and coming band at the time. I
don't know if they are still around
or have made it big, but I'm sure
they are doing just fine after a concert at UNE. However, things have
changed for the 2010 spring concert
and I think we are going to have
some fun.
"We wanted to get something
different. Something hip hop," said
APB Co-Advisor Alisha Tonks.
"We worked with different agents
and looked for something a majority
of people would enjoy or be interested in. Looking at budgets and our
options, we decided that the Ying
Yang Twins were our best fit."
Best fit, especially considering
the last few bands we have had here.
I personally believe that UNE will
be in for a wake up call from both
the response the students give and
the music the Ying Yang Twins sing.
"Ultimately I think it is awesome that the Ying Yang Twins are
corning to UNE," said Senior Kim
Anderson. "It finally means UNE is
stepping up into the big leagues."
Opening up for the Ying Yang
Twins is a more alternative sound
coming from the bands of Keep

Me Conscious and Hit the Lights.
Keep Me Conscious is more of a local band corning from Boston, Massachusetts while Hit the Lights has
been constantly growing, according
to Tonks.
I personally believe things are
starting to turn around for UNE and
the annual spring concert. I mean it
doesn't really matter to me anymore
considering I am out of here in 23
days, but it would have been nice to
have seen some bigger name bands.
However, I am glad that this could
be the start of something new.
"I think that over the last couple
years we have been working to bring
bigger names to campus. I can't say
what will happen next year, but I do
know that once you start something
it is kind of hard to regress," said
Tonks. "The University is getting
bigger and APB is trying to give
people what they want."
All this being said, I am encouraging all of you readers to come out
and enjoy the spring concert weekend. Spring concert starts 2:00pm on
May 1st. I am sure it will be a good
time and ifyou need reassuring, look
for me in the front row or on stage.

"HAIR": UNE Students Participate in Community Arts
BY BRANDON HOTHAM
Nor'easter Staff
Besides the UNE Players and
other student groups supporting
the performing arts, there are some
students at UNE who are interested in supporting both the arts on
campus, and the venues that exist
off campus. I had recently learned
that a few students at UNE will
actually be staying here over the
summer and performing in the
Biddeford City Theater's production of the musical "Hair." Who
says the arts aren't up and active at
UNE?
There are three students who
are staying to participate in the
local production: Julia Furtado,
a current first year student, Harmony Bell, a current second year
student, and Chase Sheaff, a current second year student.
I was luckily enough to catch
Harmony Bell and discuss with her
the experience of working on this
upcoming production this summer.
Bell says that she first heard of the
production when she was assisting
with their musical production of
"Blood Brothers" last summer. For
this production, she was a costume
assistant. While helping, she grew
to love the Biddeford City Theater
even more, and the community
inside the theater really accepted
her. She got to meet a lot of new
people, and a lot of those people
were students from USM. What
a great way to make connections
across universities. She also met
some local talent, as well as area

high school students who were interested in performing arts.
Bell described her audition
far bett~r than I could ever paraphrase: "Except for being an ensemble member in "Grease," and a
two other musicals in high school,
I really hadn't done anything seriously in musical theater since
middle school. I am not a singer
by trade: I am a Medical Biology
and Neuroscience major. Nor am
I particularly skilled at dance. But
Chase convinced me to audition
and I was flabbergasted when I
got called back. To be honest, my
audition went horribly. I hadn't
practiced my piece and wasn't used
to singing with just an accompanist. However, I think Linda (the
director of"Hair") took pity on me
and asked me to come to callbacks
where they taught me a song and I
preformed much better. So far we
have only had two rehearsals with
maybe half the cast. But thus far
I am excited. The cast is amazing.
I honestly don't know how I can
compete with the talent that is in
this show but I'm having fun."
Bell noted that both her, and
her cast mate and fellow UNE
student, Julia Furtado, were asked
to be the testers for a lift dance
routine where they are lifted into
the air, standing, in the opening
dance number. Bell said she wasn't
expecting the production to be so
advanced, and so much fun! She
said she looks forward to the production, to making new friends,
and "one hell of a summer!"
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David Smith's Why ~ Lie is Translated to
Chinese
BYMICHAEL CAMPINELL

how we lie and deceive ourselves in
order to justify our behavior.
Smith's book is written for a
Dr. David Smith, a philoso- fairly broad audience and can appeal
phy professor at UNE, had one of to both scholars and regular readhis books, Why We Lie, translated ers. He said that he wants to write
into Chinese by East China Nor- books that can be enjoyed and read
mal University Press. Why We Lie by more than just a few people in the
was first published in 2004 with St. academic field.
Martin's Press. The premise of the
According to Smith his work
book is to explain the various ways and research rarely relates back to his
that people lie and deceive, including teaching at UNE. Sometimes he can
the self deception in which everyone bring up his research in a class, but
because UNE does not have a phiparticipates, according to Smith.
Smith said, "We lie to one an- losophy major, much of his work is
other and deceive one another every not used in his classes.
day, and we deceive ourselves into
Smith hopes this will change in
thinking that this is not the case ... the future when he develops a class
I think that it is very important for about the philosophy of deception
us to come to grips with the darker and self deception. This would enside of our nature." He explores why able him to relate his scholarship
we lie to each other with tactics such much closer with his teaching at
as using make up, lying on job appli- UNE. He adds that he is excited to
cations, telling "white lies" and lying continue his work with the students
to deceive others. He also examines at UNE and would like to create a
Nor'easter Staff

reading group for students who are
interested in learning about philosophy and other serious thought.
Previously, he was a psychoanalytic psychotherapist and a Freud
scholar while receiving his MA in
philosophy. Smith then received his
PhD in philosophy from the University of London in the United
Kingdom. It was during his time
at the University of London that
Smith "focused on the philosophical
dimension of Freud's theories," This
led him "to study the sociobiology
of deception and self-deception."
Smith has written two other books
during his ten years at UNE: Psychoanalysis in Focus and The Most
Dangerous Animal: Human Nature
and the Origins ofWar.
Smith's next book will be about
dehumanization; the tendency for us
to think of others as less than human
and its role in our lives.

Student Spotlight: Greg St
Denis
BYSTEVESCRIVENER
Nor'easter Staff
Greg St. Denis, Fr. Undeclared
H ometown: Auburn, M aine
1.
Do you play any sports and/
or involved in any extracurricular
activities? I run cross country for
the school and used to play hockey
in High school. I'm involved in the
Make-a-wish club, Habitat for Humanity, CCMP, and Relay for life.
2.
What was your favorite UNE
sponsored event? Semi
Who is your favorite teacher?
3.
Dan Rothermel because his class is
very engaging, he explains the mate-

rial very well and is able to relate
his students on a personal level.
4.
What was your least favo1
class? Biology, because I hated 1
labs.
5.
What do you spend most
your $ on? Food
6. W hat is your favorite restaur:
in the area? Applebee's
7.
What is something peo
would be surprised to know abt
you? I am a Cancer Survivor
8.
Do you have any special
terests or anything that you like
do during your free time? Play 2
watch hockey, community serv:
and hanging with Robi and the be
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There is something that I
have noticed lately amongst my
fellow UNE peers: a lack of respect.
Of course, not all students
are lacking this value. I find that
many UNE students are here to
learn, do well in their academic
courses, and strive towards goals
that they have set for themselves,
both personally and academically.
However, I have encountered
a few incidents this semester that
have really raised red flags. For
example, I witnessed one student openly refuse to answer a
professors question in class. Are
you kidding me? Ok, so you are
having a bad day, but if this is the
case, why did you come to class?
The professor is an authority figure in the classroom setting, and
deserves respect. Yes, in a sense,
students are paying for professors
to be here. However, these individuals who dedicate their careers
to education have a lot to offer
to students. Why would you ever
treat them with disrespect?
Another issue that I have noticed is students moving around
objects in a classroom or just
generally being distracting during lecture; to the point where the
professor actually has to acknowledge the student's behavior. I'm
sorry, is this high school? I pay
to take classes where I feel intellectually stimulated, not where I
feel like I'm taking a behavioral
course.
Now that the warmer weather has hit, I've noticed some fel-

low peers in my classes suggesting
to professors that lectures be held
outside. I have no problem with
this suggestion, especially for
classes that are solely discussion
based. This would be great! However, when students suggest it and
professors justify that the classroom is actually the most appropriate setting for whatever reason,
and students still complain: this is
a problem. Whining to a professor is not becoming, not matter in
what shape or form it comes in.
You look disrespectful and immature, bottom line.
Texting. This is a whole other
issue that has a huge following.
Now, I will be honest with readers: I have texted in class before.
However, this year, I've begun
vowing to not take my phone out
during class. I wait till the end or
until a break. Occasionally, if I'm
expecting to hear something important from someone, I will read
a text if my phone vibrates, but I
will never respond to it. This scenario is still quite bad, and it's still
one I try to avoid.
Now, on the other hand,
there are individuals who openly
text in front of professors. They
just keep their phone out and text
freely, not paying attention at all
to the valuable education that
their tuition dpllars are paying
for. I suppose, that unlike some
of us, maybe paying for higher
education comes easy to them.
However, for many of us, higher
education is an investment; and
it's expensive.
I just don't get the absurdity
of the rudeness that can be exhibited. If being involved with some-

one over a conversation through
text is so important, then why did
you come to class? If it really can't
wait until the end of the period,
or until a break, then clearly your
priorities must be elsewhere. Your
priorities certainly aren't in the
classroom.
What's even more grotesque
is the way in which students react when professors bring up
their own personal cell phone
usage policies in their classroom.
It seems that asking students not
to devote their entire being to
their BlackBerry is an atrocity.
How dare a student be expected
to participate and pay attention
in an academic setting? Students:
working. I know, it's a strange
concept.
So, to get to the final
thoughts: show some respect
for your professors. Some of the
professors here at UNE are so
qualified, and days go by constantly where students don't take
advantage of the great opportunities that the knowledge of a lot of
professors could provide them. If
you really need to question your
professors motives, or treat them
with unnecessary (key word: unnecessary) disrespect, then maybe
college isn't the place for you.
If you are here simply because
someone told you it ~as the ':r~gpt
path' for you," maybe you should
go do your own thing instead at a
place where a level of respect isn't
needed. Oh, wait. Respect is demanded everywhere. On second
thought, maybe you should just
grow up.

On Tea-baggers and Their Tea-parties
BY HARVEY O'CONNOR
Nor'easter Staff
So there is this 'tea party'
going on. And no, it's not a party
of young girls in ballet outfits sipping down cups of imaginary tea,
or old ladies in matching purple
hats discussing potting soil, or
even a party of long-since-dead
patriots protesting British rule.
No. This tea party of today plots
to protest just about every progressive move/stance the government even farts about. Apparently, they are organized, driven, and
pissed off enough to go around
flapping face over every motion a
democrat/middle-of-the-aisle republican chooses to support. And
I've ignored these folks for far too
long, it would seem. When I first
heard of their existence I laughed
quietly to mysel£ Even had a hilarious conversation, with myself,
which I will now detail for you:
HARVEY: Look at these nuts
in homemade, woven sweaters

sporting bald eagles and Ameiican flags ranting of high taxes and
government take over. Ha!
HARVEY: I know, right?! Pay
them no mind, Harvey. They are
largely uneducated, fearful folks.
They hear Limbaugh, Beck, or
Coulter spewing fear-based propaganda, and they think to themselves 'Yah! They took our jobs!
They want to raise our taxes! They
want to take our guns and force
us into having abortions! Yah!'
And they feel much like scared
little children, children who piss
themselves at sleepovers, and
don't know why, but don't want to
admit to any accountability.
HARVEY: Perhaps you're right.
Perhaps they are just afraid. And
they'll get over it. They---are easily distracted enough. Perhaps. It
will blow over.
HARVEY: Yes, precisely, it will
blow over. They can have their
Internet. They can have their
pow-wows complete with cultesque prayer circles, homemade
macaroons, and gun salutes to

'small' government and a whiter
America.
HARVEY: Yo1,1're completely
right. It's America. One is allowed
to be wrong and misguided, damn
it! Let them have their craps and
giggles, I suppose.
HARVEY: Right. Pay no mind--if you are to pay attention, it only
gives them fuel.
... It was quite the conversation,
as you can see. Long story short, I
wrote them off as being mindless,
gun-toting, god-fearing heathens
with grammar school educations
and a love for Glen Beck and all
of his fatness. But I should have
taken them more seriously, than
Harvey/Harvey had. They are to
be feared; perhaps as much as
they fear what they cannot un derstand. Only because it is those,
those who fear the unknown ..the
changing of the tides and melding of social dichotomies . .. .who
have the power to divert us from
better course. It's not that they
Please see TEA, page 15
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are smart, or have anything intelligent to say. It's more that these
folks, these so-called patriots,
are screaming loudly enough to
be heard. And people are paying
attention. So what's it all about?
It's time for me to know, to understand. But I have the feeling.I
won't be able to understand. These
tea-baggers aren't protesting anything in particular. They aren't in volved in some sort of movement;
with a goal of which to speak or
an end for which to strive. No.
It would seem that that are just
angry. Angry that America is
changing and they aren't ready for
change.
Taxes, really, aren't rising.
Health care reform has passed--but unless you are a physic, an
economist, or just damn good at
interpr.:ting pages of legislation
as they relate to the economy, society, and the overall health of the
nation---you don't know where
the heck this bill will take us. And
I suppose that's the fear: the fear
of the unknown. But I doubt the
tea-baggers of which I speak have
but a clue as to how said major
legislation will affect America in
the short-term and in the future.
I can only be thankful that there
is something to work with, as opposed to nothing, which offers

nothing. But that is a story for
another day. The tea-bagger patriots assume they know, when in all
actuality, they are merely spewing
the regurgitated feces of another
talking head, and this said head,
knows nothing of nothing either.
So what then, are they so hot and
bothered about?
I have a theory---bear with
me---that tea-party enthusiasts
are simply afraid of a changing America. This change can be
good or bad .... decide as you will.
But arguably so, and because the
tea parties have no cause/movement of which to speak, one is
left to assume that they pine for
a
simpler/whiter/monotonous
America. Perhaps it's scary to be
white these days: to see your once
strong, powerful majority become
but a footnote of America's landscape. To see America become
comfortable with homosexuality,
the choices of women, and to see
a change in definition of the socalled American dream. To realize that life will not be handed
on a silver platter---because of
whiteness or inherited prosperity---must be a kick in the balls,
for some. And no, I don't believe
that tea-baggers, by and large,
consciously ponder over such assumptions, no. I think it's more
subconscious than we would like
to admit. It's easy enough to de-

spise the changing world around
you when you hear stories of your
father, or grandfather, pursuing
(and obtaining) a dream. To then
realize this same dream---that
was once so pursuable forty years
ago---is no longer accessible. That
sucks. It does. Yes, the time of the
white man in America is over---welcome to the new world. Stop
grieving, whining, and lamenting.
It's the America we have, in one
way or another, have chosen for
ourselves.
And they're right---in a way.
To dissent is to be American. And
liberals, honestly, aren't very good
at being hot and bothered. They
lie down, concede defeat, compromise, until they are convinced
they've had their way. Perhaps
they're hiding something. Maybe
there is reason to their lame-duck
plans. Perhaps. But not likely. As
liberals currently behave, they deserve to be challenged by the sort
of people that align themselves
with tea-parties. And until liberals
grow a pair and address the fears
of such misguided folks, nothing
will be accomplished---for the
long term, anyhow. It might not
be politically correct, as they say,
but as long as we choose to ignore
the fears of some, the tea party
will still have a platform from
which to stand.

Why Just One?
BY HUGO MARGOC &
KAITLYN BOUCHER
Nor'easter Staff
Lately, tabloids have been
buzzing with stories of relatively unexpected infidelities: Jesse
James' inked mistress, John and
Kate's plus one, Larry King's wife's
home runs, and Tiger Woods'
countless holes in one. Magazines
have portrayed these infidelities
as negative and scandalous, usually pinpointing the offender as
an 'animal'. However, as we look
upon these instances with disfavor,
we may wonder: why is infidelity
such a common issue in the typical
American relationship? Where
did the premise of monogamy become such a strong element in our
society? We tend to conclude that
those who 'cheat' are bad, promiscuous, dishonest people. However,
wher..- there is little to justify a broken promise to a loved one, we have
reason to believe that the simple
idea of monogamy is unnatural to
us, and could be ultimately unrealistic for some people.
Surprisingly, we are among
the three percent of mammalian species that practices social
monogamy, which refers to a relationship where two creatures
cohabitate, have sex, and cooperate in acquiring basic necessities
for living. Typically, mammals do
not participate in any sort of monogamous associations. However,
where most mammalian species
participate in non monogamous
behaviors, humans pair off, even
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when they have obviously dis- would be to abstain from marriage
played behaviors reminiscent of or commitment, but what happens
those of non monogamous spe- if that person wishes to enjoy the
benefits of those unions while still
cies.
Who decided that social mo- indulging in what we are instincnogamy should be practiced by tively built to do?
A philosopher named John
humans? The earliest and strongest recorded influences are those Rawls stated that decisions are
of Christian practices. Biblical most rationally made in a moment
scripture suggests monogamy to of complete disregard to social
be the duty of human kind, as class, developed habits, ideals, and
Eve was made for Adam to live previous perceptions of the matter.
and serve him as his wife. As law If, however, one considers Phitranslated into social norms, the losopher John Rawls' theory and
idea of monogamy became as typi- creates one's own rationality in
cal and expected as brushing your moment of complete disregard of
teeth in the morning: You don't social class, any developed habits,
HAVE to do it the way everybody ideals, and perceptions, one might
else does, but you're really weird if conclude that polygony, a relationyou don't. As people of our society, ship in which an individual has
we are taught from the beginning more than one sexual partners,
that monogamy is what is expect- actually is the most comfortable
ed of us. Alternative options are relationship arrangement.
typically not addressed, and we ulConsidering the facts, it may
timately seem to belong to some- seem impractical and unnatural to
body else; our families guide, teach, expect some people to commit to
and nurture us until we are literally a fully monogamous relationship.
given away to our significant other Some may feel controlled and sufat a marriage celebration.
focated with a significant other.
Of course, we live in a society Others may feel that an open relawhere innate animal instinct can tionship could work best for them;
be controlled and suppressed. It is enjoying the benefits and emotions
unreasonable to request that all re- while still exploring outside of the
lationships be carried out in paral- relationship. Still, many people
lel to other mammalian species, as prefer the security of a monogasuch behavior would seem barbar- mous relationship. Regardless of
ic to us and would be incompatible the case, social stigmas of those
with societal conduct. However, if who choose to live alternatively to
we consider the instincts of a hu- tradition support an ill-informed
man, it may seem impractical for society, which does not represent
one to stay committed to a single who we wish to be.
person for the rest of their life. An
obvious solution for that person
• i ••
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Things I Wish I Knew as a Firstyear
BY EMELINE EMERY
Nor'easter Staff
Be a good roommate. How
many of you are sick of your roommates by now? Well the feeling is
probably mutual, so while the end
of the year approaches, try to make
the best of it that you can. When
you are together all of the time
you can either get extremely close
or on each others' last nerves ... or
usually both.
Most of you haven't had bunk
beds since second grade and it's
hard to get used to living with
someone else. Now instead of being stuck in a room with your sibling bickering about who has to
set the table tomorrow night, your
paying to bunk up with one or
two random people and fighting
about who owes the other alcohol
money.Just keep in mind that your
roommates are going through the
same thing that you are. It's just as
much of a change for them as it
is for you and if you're frustrated,
chances are they are too.
In order to make things a
little smoother for the last couple
of months, whether you hate each
other or your best friends that have
just been seeing a little too much
of each other, keep these things in
mind.
Consideration: You don't have
to trust your roommate completely but you're forced to trust them
at least a little. You are sharing a
small space with them and you
both have to live with the limitations that are put on your living
style. Be respectful of your roommate's things. People have different reactions to sharing, but no
matter what you should always ask
before you borrow or eat something of theirs. Ifthey do say it's ok
to eat some of their snacks, NEV-

ER finish the whole bag/box/can
bottle. Most people will say it's O;
to be polite, but secretly they're
little bit pissed that they are out o
Cheetos.
Cleanliness: Just because yo
don't think you smell, doesn't mea
it's true. No, but really, cleanlines
can be a huge issue when you'r
sharing a room. It's a miserabl
situation to be a slob living with
neat freak or vice versa. Ifyou're th
messy type: pick up your hair ot.
of the drain, put your dirty clothe
in the hamper instead of the floe
and don't throw apple cores uncle
the couch (true story)! Try to kee
your mess in your own space in
stead ofletting it spread like craz
and take over the room. Do th
dishes every once in a while an
take the trash out instead of let
ting it pile up into a mini Mour
Everest.
If you happen to be very tid
be patient with someone who isn'
Talk to them if you have a prob
lem instead of writing little po~
it notes for them and pretendin,
everything is fine. Ask your room
mate if its ok if you make a ne~
little pile for them when their mes
starts to grow, (because sometime
that pisses them off and onl:
makes the problem worse).
And finally, compatibility: Fo
next year, try to find a roommat
that you're compatible to live witl
Just because you're close friend
doesn't mean you should live to
gether. Not al~ays, but I have see
friendships ruined just becaus
of roommate issues. Sometime
you can be better friends becaus
you're not living together or some
times living together makes yo
even closer. Nobodies perfect s
try to be patient for the rest of th
year.

Would you like to advertise within th,
Nor'Easter News?
Want a cheap, easy way
to connect with the UNE
community?

Are you a local business, restaurant, agency (etc) that
would like to target students?

Contact our advertising manager:
Aaron Mitchell .
amitchell1@une.edu
l- ---
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The Good Old Days
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff
Picture the stereotypical
onversation of three elderly
romen.
One, Delores, can't
emember who she is. A sec·nd, Mabel is always making up
tories. And, the third, Fran, is
lways yelling because her hearng aids are turned off. Pretty
mch any avenue or topic of
onversation that you follow
ould be turned into a late night
omedy sketch. However, if you
eally put some thought into it,
nd just let your mind wander,
ou might just lose yourself, or
Jrget your name again.
Being old and getting
ld are two things that plague
eoples conscience. It's literally
he bane of some people's exisence, and most do whatever's
:i their power to slow down
he process as much as possible.
ust a head's up people, tanning
ourself till you're orange, dying
ou're hair the color of a twelve
ear old child, plasticizing evry appendage, and purchasing
,verpriced, undersized articles
.f clothing is not going to make
·ou stop getting old. Sure, there
re some aspects of growing up
nd aging that might not be the
aost glamorous, I know I'm not
ooking forward to memory loss,
chy joints, and wrinkles the
lze of the Grand Canyon, but

there are definitely some things
I look forward to in the future.
Maybe walking with assistance or cruising around in
a chair with wheels isn't your
ideal means of transportation.
Maybe ~atching the mindless youth of tomorrow run the
world into the ground isn't your
cup of tea. And, maybe, eating
with fake teeth or without teeth
at all is not the best situation
in the world. But, think of the
choices! You can choose to be
lazy and have someone wheel
you around all day or venture
out on your own (with a completely inconspicuous weapon).
You can choose i:o yell "Hey get
off my lawn" or scowl at .children
for no reason; just because you
can. Or, you can choose to eat
with or without teeth and force
people to prepare special chewable or drinkable meals just for
you. The possibilities are truly
endless when you're old, so
what's with all the fuss?
Although some people see
being old as a plain "old curse,"
you can choose just how rad you
want to be. If you want to rock
the nursing home as an elderly
spitfire that plays bingo as if it's
the lottery and thinks staying up
past eight is living it up, then go
for it. If you feel like knitting
sweaters, Afghans, and scarves
for every grandchild, child, and
pet you've ever had is the shit,

n
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BY JMCASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
Tis the season at UNE
,here the arctic winds bein to warm, flip flops, skirts,
nd shorts begin to appear,
nd those horrible salt stained
JGG boots finally start to
isappear. However, with all
hese items we thought we
orgot comes the disease evryone seems to know and
)ve; senioritis.
UrbanDictionary.com denes senioritis as; "A crippling
isease that strikes college se,iors. Symptoms include: laziess, an over-excessive wearng of track pants, old athletic
hirts, sweatpants, athletic
horts, and sweatshirts. Also
eatures a lack of studying,
epeated absences, and a genrally dismissive attitude. The
•nly known cure is a phenomnon known as graduation."
Many students seem to
gree with this because they
,ave all fallen a victim to it,
nd I would be liar if I said it
tasn't affected me.
I know it all started for
ne after a winter break trip
o sin city; Las Vegas, Nevada.
)nee I touched back down in
he frozen wasteland of Bid-
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Class Selection
do it up. And, if you think that
you can just have a no holds
barred way of living because
you've seen more things in your
life than the nurse who helps
you shower, which allows you to
hit on whoever you want, then
I'm not going to stop you. Being old doesn't mean you have
to be boring or lame; it's really
up to you. If you've chosen how
to live your life thus far, no one
should stop you from revamping your life once you reach the
trifocal stage.
It's a simple fact that there's
a little bit of little kid in all of
us. But, have you ever thought
about the little bit of old person
in you? No? Well maybe you
should start. Sure, we've got
plenty of time till we reach the
land of depending on Depends®
and whacking people with our
canes but still, it doesn't hurt
to think about it just a little.
Every now and again it's good
to picture your life 50, 60, or
even 70 years down the road.
Sure our predictions could be
way out in left field, but when
you're old you're not going to
care about fly balls. Hell you
probably won't be able to catch
it! Maybe I'm the only person
on campus who wonders about
being an "old fart," but oh well.
Just something to think about.

BY TANYA lAWRENCE
Nor'easter Staff
Like every other junior, I
was sitting at my computer
on April 1 at 9:00 pm frantically signing up for classes.
I had, of course, planned out
my schedule several days before, after examining the necessary classes I still needed to
take before graduating next
year. I am currently double
majoring in medical biology and biochemistry and
though after this semester,
I am done with my courses
for my medical biology degree, I still have to dedicate
my time to completing my
biochemistry degree.
In order to complete a
biochemistry degree, it is required to take nine credits of
elective advanced chemistry
courses. Unfortunately, most
classes in this major are offered every other year, which
forces me to take six of my
nine elective credits in the
spring semester of my senior
year. Due to the timing and
the number of classes available, the students have no
choice but to take each advanced chemistry course offered because there are just
enough for nine credits, otherwise we would be forced

to do research for credits,
which I still may have to do!
Furthermore, classes that
are required to graduate are
being offered every other
year and others do not even
have professors available,
even though they are on the
course offerings.
Now, do not get me
wrong. I think UNE is a
great school and has a lot
to offer for its students. I
love the small environment
and small classes that allow
for student-professor interaction. I do worry, however, that UNE is expanding
without considering its majors. Although the chemis try department is relatively
small, it is growing. I believe
it is critical to ensure that
each major has sufficient
class offerings for the students to choose the electives
and not have to struggle
with completing the necessary courses, just because the
class is offered every couple
of years.

THE
deford, Maine, I couldn't wait
until finals week. I know this
sounds strange but as a grnduating senior with 16 credits,
six of which are internship
and one of which is that ever
so important citizenship class,
I cannot foresee many final
exams. Enter stage left: senioritis.
Normally I would be up to
date on all my classwork and
class attendance would not
really be an option. However,
senioritis completely flips this
for me, allowing me to think it
is ok to skip class because it is
a record breaking heat wave in
the month of April, and it just
so happens it is six weeks away
from graduation. I mean an 88
degree day makes it real easy
to just push that paper a few
days down the road, or start
studying for that test tomorrow.
But I mean it is not all
bad. Senioritis allows me
to enjoy the last months of
school as best I can. It allows
me to spend time with my best
friends who I have lived with
for the past four years. And
most important of all, it allows me to fully use up the
excuse; "What? I'm in college."

NOR'EASTER NEWS
IS NOW ONLINE!

It's taken a long time but we are proud to announce that
N or'easter News is now available online!
You can catch up on all the latest articles, pictures, and
videos; post your comments; browse the newspaper's archives; and suggest your own news stories or events.

Check us out now at

noreasternews.co01
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This Year in Review:
2009-2010

CHELSEY MESZAROS, NOR'EASTER NEW S
Former Presiden t George Bush speaks at the unveili ng ceremony of the new statue, made by artist John Andelin.

September, 2009:
UNE unveils a 9", 2,700 lbs. marble statue of former President George H.W. Bush. It is now on display on the third
floor ofThe George and Barbara Bush Center.

September 30, 2009:
The first ever Doony Tunes
is published.

A digital rendition of the Campus Gateway, a tunne l that will con nect the Marci l Parking lot to th e future buildings across Rou te 9.

September, 2009:
UNE begins expansion across Route 9. The new building, which has now been nam
Sokokis Hall, is a dormitory and is slated to open in the Fall of 2010.

November, 2009:
The Nor'Easter News begins publishing every other week!

P ERRI FINE, NOR'EASTER NE
New COM Dean, Mark Hahn, D.O.

September, 2009:
Mark Hahn, D. 0. joins the UNE team as the new Dean
the College of Osteopathic Medicine.
UNE COMMUNICATIONS
General of the Federal Republic of Germany to New England, Friedrich L. Lohr, gives a lecture at UNE.

O ctober, 2009:
The Freedom Without Walls exhibit comes to UNE to mark the 20th anniversary of the
fall of the Berlin Wall.

J·
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: UNE Fidd H ockey Team won the ECAC Tournament with a 3-2 overtime win
·r Plymouth State University.

ovember, 2009:
N.t!:'s woman's field hockey teams wins the ECAC tourlment.

MARISSA SIMOES, NOR'EASTER NEWS
A look at the nursing graduation from UNE's satellite campus in I srael.

November, 2009:
UNE grants degrees to over 300 nursing students in Israel. UNE administation attends
the graduation in Tel Aviv.

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Student Chelsea Meszaros accepts a
donations from Ryan Tarr for the Love
for Haiti fundraiser.

PERRI FINE, NOR'EASTER NEWS
.JE Players production of"Grease"at the Biddeford City Theater.

ovember, 2009:

NE Players perform "Grease." Huge Success.

January, 2010:
UNE students help raise
more than $400 as part of Three of the m any UNE seniors that were auctioned off at the Senior Date Auction on
February 13th .
the Love for Haiti camFebruary, 2010:
paign.
The annual Senior Date Auction takes places and raises
alot of money for the snior class.

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

UNE students dressed in traditional Middle Eastern attire show elementary school
children how to write in Arabic.

nuary, 2010:
r. Cynthia Forrest joins UNE as Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students ..

March, 2010:
UNE hosts more than 200 local 4th grade students who
came to participate in a global villiage.
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End of the Year
A Good-Bye:
Three years ago, a small group of
students and myself took it upon
ourselves to give the University of
New England a student newspaper.
It was an uphill battle and at times,
we weren't sure we were going to
create something lasting. However,
now as I look back, I am sure that
the legacy we will leave through th e
Nor'Easter News is nothing short
oflasting.

TO OUR READERS:

It is h ard for me to remember a
time wh en the Nor'Easter News
did not exist. Yet, it was only three
years ago that it came into being.
And now, it is time for me to say
my tearful good-byes.

We have come so far.The N or'Easter
News has become a staple in the
UNE community and I am proud
to have been a part of it. We have
doubled the number of papers we
put out every year and more importantly, we have established the
first fully functional and successful
student-run publication at the University of New E ngland. H owever,
th ere is a long ways to go for the
N or'Easter N ews. The newspaper is
to be an outlet for student expression. It has touch ed on th at, but
th ere is so much more it can do for
the student body. I hope some day,

it will be taken advantage of
I would like to thank every one
at UNE that has helped get us to
where we are. Daryl Conte, Josh
Pahigian and Bistra Nikiforova, our
esteemed advisors. The administration at UNE, the former editors of
the paper that helped in the past,
and all of the students. I would also
like to thank the people that helped
me, personally, as we developed the
newspaper: Professor Brian D uff,
Professor Matth ew Anderson,
Trisha Mason and Dean Arthur
Goldstein, just to name a few. We
would not have been able to bring
the paper to where it is without the
support of the students and faculty
at UNE. I hope th e level of support continues (and grows) in the
future.
W ith all of that said, my three years
as an editor for the Nor'Easter
N ews will always be some of the
greatest of my life.

I will miss the arguments over ing on layout and all th e annoying
deadlines, the 18 hours every meetings, you made every second
weekend I spent in the newsroom, worth it. I can't express in words
and the excuses when articles aren't how much I will miss all of you.
done on time. I will miss hear- You h ave h elped shape what the
ing complaints when a caption is N or'E aster News is and what it will
spelled wrong and I will miss yell- be in the future. Seniors (and othing at my staff when they won't ers leaving), the newspaper will not
turn down th e Lil Wayne music in be the same without you. I know I
the newsroom. I will miss getting will not be. Next year's staff, I leave
e-mails when one of our stories you with my complete trust that
gets controversial and I will miss . you will take what we have done
hearing how much people love the thus far and take it to new, exciting
security blotters. But more than levels. A s sad as I am to no longer
anything, I will miss how proud I be a part of the paper, I know how
feel whenever I see people walking capable all of you are and in that rearound campus with one of our pa- spect , I have no qualms about saying goodbye. (Brandon, I wouldn't
pers in hand.
leave the paper to anyone but you·
Thank you for adopting my "child.'
To my editors and staff,
Love it as dearly as I have!).
You're all unbelievable people. Every time I started to doubt myself So with a h eavy heart, I sign this .. J
I
or the paper, I had all of you there
to remind me of why we do this.
Former Editor-in-Chief,
1
You have become not just my staff,
Marissa Simoes
~
but my friends. Through the tough
•
decisions, the late nights work-

J

A Welcome:
for the immense growth t h at
t his newspaper has seen over
the course of this short academic year.

TO OUR R EADERS:
I want to begin by than king
the staff of t h e Nor'Easter
News . A ll of our contributing
staff members are to thank

I s tarted at the Nor'Easter
News as a contributing op-ed
writer. From t h ere, I took over
the Opinions Editor position
from the late, and g r e at, Diane Fitz patrick. It is in this
position, m y curre nt position, tha t I have grown and
learned the most as a journalis t. Writing pieces that c ause
people t o think and question
certain ideas and fac ts has
b e en extremely rewarding.
Discussing various opinions
with my writers, a nd readers,
of the paper h as been my favorite experience thus far.
I l ove the oppor tunity that
the paper offers to students
to learn more about their

community, in a nd outside o f
UNE. I love t hat the paper
has become an independent
student v oice, w h ere students
c an ex press factual n ew s, int e resting human- inter est features, and provocative and inspiring opinions . This theory,
the the ory o f student v oice, is
what m akes me most e n erg iz ed t o t ake on the p osi tion
as Editor- in- Chief o f t h e
Nor' Easter N ew s n ext y e ar.
I have t o admit, I hav e hig h
ambitio n s for the p ap er. I
expect a lot. Botto m line.
Althoug h m y ambitions are
high, I know that all the goal s
I h ave set for m y s t aff are
reachable. I want to increase
readership, scholarship, and
integrity amongst the perception of the paper.
The paper h as grown and

"It was great learning about the happenings at
UNE and informing other students about everything. It's real sad to leave and I bet Marissa
is going to cry at our going away dinner."- Michael Campinell, News E ditor

"I found out I want to
be a real writer by being on the Nor'Easter
News." -Brian Muldoon, S enior W riter

"I got way more than I bargained for when I
signed up for the newspaper my freshman year. I
can't believe how much work it has been starting
a paper from scratch and building it into what
it is now, but its all worth it when the paper is
finally printed. Good luck next year, I'll be reading it from Portland!" -Emeline Emery, Photography Editor

"It was a good time
and I enjoyed my
time." -AJ Fredette,
Managing Editor

accomplished so much this
year, thanks t o the heartfelt,
generous, a n d i n spiring g uidance of our curre nt E ditorin- Chief, M arissa S imoes .
Throu g h this tran sition , M arissa has been nothing but
helpful and supportive of
new ideas and goals . Everything I have b roug ht to her
a ttention, she has supported.
She h as always made me feel
like my id eas can become
som ething more: reality. The
N o r 'E aster N ew s will m iss
h er gre atly.
Though I have b ig ideas, they
ar e merely in accordance with
the t raject o r y tha t t he paper has already taken o n. I'm
confident that with m y staff
next year, both new editors
and new writer s, that we can
make the paper better than
ever. I look forward t o n ew

faces and i ncreased involv e ment.
Now, as my final p l ug, I wan /
to r emin d everyone t h at the
paper i s h er e for them. Fee:
free t o su bmit a piece, and express yourself in anyway. Thi£
is t h e only regularly publishec
st u d e n t voice on campus, anc
I e n courage all of you to keei;
t h at going. I will be here, in
f ull force, to continue to support this. The newspaper i£
growing, and I hope that yotw ill all, as readers (and maybt
future s t affl) become a part o J
it. U n t il n ext year. ..
Wit h A mbition,
a nd Gratitude,

Integrity

Brandon H otham
E ditor- in-Chief

•

"It h as been a good past three years on the papet
Seeing this paper come from an idea to what it H
now has been a rewarding experience. I can only
hope itcontinues to grow in the future." -JM
Cascio, Sports Editor

c•
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Incomi11g First Year Class of 2014:
Welcome From
The Nor'Easter News!!!

The Nor'Easter News Wants YOU!
That's right! Join the student voice that is the Nor'Easter News. We are bimonthly publication that relies on students like you to express what's happening on campus. Beomce a writer in the News, Features, Arts and Entertainment, Sports, or Opinions Section!
Great Resume Builder!
Great Expereince Working With An Integrated Professional Staff!
P rofession al P ublished Writing Experience!
Come Join The E xcitmen t ... A nd The New s That's Happening At UNE!
• 'l l
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